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^A'0:
Holland City News.
vol. XIV. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1885. WHOLE NO. 688.
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.
T«ms of Sutaortptioa.
$1.50 per year \f paid in advanee; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $t.00 if
paid at six months.
Rates of advertising made known on application.
Yearly advertisers Tiavo the privilege of three
changes.
Bosinsss Cards in City Directory, not over three
LOCAL ITEMS.
An egg Is not laid to rest. \ ^
The fruit train was disco:
day.
>nti nued yester-
Tax Fennville Dispatch is for sale. The
reason the editor gives for desiring to sell
is that he wishes to go to Florida for his
health.
lines, i8 per annum.
Notfcei..wi s of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge for subscribers.
BTAIl advertising bills collectable Quarter!
THISP
Thanksgiving comeson November 26
this year.
Pointed and characteristic: I met the
girl of the. and gently took her gg* 1
thought I’d pop the ? but I didn’t have
the 8&.
Thebe will be an oyster social at the
residence of Mn. Garvelink on the corner
of Elver and Tenth streets for the benefit
of the Ladies’ Society of the M. E. Church
on Wednesday evening, November 4. The
eyenlng will be made pleasant by music
and a magic lantern exhibition. A cor
dial Invitation is extended to all friends of
the Church.
1 sing of an arm that once wielded the pen
And of which lately two bones have broken been.
It might have been worse, the author of an uKssay
on the mule
Hu lately teen measured by the undertaker's
rule,
While yonr essaying on the mule only broke both
bones of one arm,
Which Is better than that one bone of each arm
came to harm.
Ratheb frosty around the edges these
mornings.
The street sprinkler has gone into win*
ter quarters.
§u$iur0* fjiwrtonj.
Grapes were sold for one-half cent a
pound last week.
Ws learn that if possible, the name of
Rev. T. Do Wit Tallmadge, of Brooklyn,
N. Y„ will be among the attractions of
our lecture course this winter. We hope
he may be secured.
Oonmliiloi Kirehsat
The wail of the blizzard will soon be
i heard In the land.
nRAOH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and A . . ,D dealer in Grain, Flour aud Produce. Highest Howard building.
market prloepald for wheat. Office in Brick _
orner Eigt ......
A new bakery will be established In the
The Davis Family Musical Combina-
tion have recently returned from a tour
through England and Wales. Theyip-
pear at Lyceum Opera House Tuesday
evening, November 8rd.
store, c ghth and Fish streets.
Smgi ud VtdleiBH.
Prof. W. Shields has returned from
his visit to Illinois.
Rev. H. D. Jordan, the new pastor of
the Methodist Church, is apparently a
kind and pleasant gentleman and a good
preacher. He will undoubtedly serve his
There are ten people in the Davis Fam-
ily Musical Clnb. Their price of admis-
sion which is generally 60 cents will be
placed at 85 cents here, with no extra
charge for seats which can be secured at
Breyman’s, commencing Monday morn
ing. Children’s admission, 25 cents. As
the tickets are the same price at the door,
it costs nothing extra to secure a good seat
in advance.
How are the mules? Why, they didn't break tha
editor's cheak,?
In that cue yon might surely for Injury on thsm
seek.
Now Mr. Editor, may your mishap with tha mulei
Teach other mortals noi to sit too near the mules
kicking tools. X. Y. £.
It Is difficult for us to tell which is the
most grevlous of our misfortunes— the
poetry or the broken arm.
I)0*&^&i£i£fiSL%£SS, S?. % I Judge of Probate Soule was in the I P«^*ell and faithfully.
C4reftlUy pnt  P'.-,?lglit-h. I city last Saturday. | The pleasant face of Mrs. M. E. Hoi- 1 following telegram:
"IT'AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medl- 1 - --  1 1
V clues, Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W.
The Davli Family that is to give an en
tertainment here next Tuesday evening
was in a railroad wreck on the Wabash
road this week but fortunately escaped
with a few bruises and will be here to fill
their engagement as will be seen by the
loess.
_ gggj _ I — — — - , u I Lakoc congregations were in attend- 1 ..A creamery in Ovid has sold $50,000
EYER, BROUWER 4 co., Dealer* in all A few of our local sportsmen have ance at Hope Church last Sunday to listen . b .. ,th the Dagt ej4ht
I Son. north ^ deer-wiih.o - Vo'mo'ow'tT ^  ^ I v«y i, on, at the top. Thi. d.vlco oti-
Donmo the deluge Noah was in the ^ occnpythe pnlplt ' above we “rn.Btato paper Cn,ated to keep the .tmo.phe? of ,he
The buildings on the fair grounds re- 1 for San Francisco last week,
ceived a coat of paint this week.
positively nil the date at uouam
Davis Family Musical Comb.
Th« Tannery.
Another tall smoke slack has been
raised over the tannery of the Gappon &
Bertsch Leather Company. This com-
pany have been adding a set of two new
boilers, and they intend making some de-
cided improvements In the boiler and en-
gine house, The Creek has been sided
up with pile and mason work and with a
dam the water supply is much Improved
and more accessible. The work of Im-
provement is also carried on at the "dry
house.’’ A large fan arrangement has
been put in In the north-east corner of
the building, which is designed to draw
all the fool air from each floor and con-i i " x: .‘rs z
v ®ry Good*, i&09*rle% Crock*?, Bat* and I - . .. Representative Geo. F. Richardson, always been a wonder to us why some of . . .. . Uh of lhe workmen ^
Caps, Flour, Provlaion*, etc. River street.
Bottii,
rtiTY HOTEL, Williams Bro*., Propriet
\J The only firet-class hotel in the city. I*
cated In the business center of the town and has
^ ^  rooms ury mivi pui«| wuivii tviii iiv vuii"
-ui. i ______ j r ____ thfi namo in ibis citv. There is as rich an ______ «... ____ . __ ------- -
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
state, Free bus in connection witb the hotel.
1U IU1B IBBUC. UO HUB BCVC1U1 YCJJT UCOll- » --------- - COUBVUUl 1'WliU Ui WJO UUB1UCBB VUID iU'
A cold wave has struck this locality able improved farms for sale and invites the name in this city. There Is ns rich an gljlul|onf necessitates an almost ptrpetual
and overcoats and warm clothing are in correspondence in regard to them. agricultural nnd dairy country 8Urro^nd- |mpr0yement. It Is difficult for the com-
— I At lhe pro7== p.r,y given ^- - ~ - T lDe P*°6reBfllve euenre uny iven ^  with the Bhipping lacmues mat uoi- e ex hjmd8 ^  do lh0 w()rk lhit
PH&5ac.^»y5»| Ode exchanges announce that the buck- 1 by Mrs. A. King last Tuesday evening land enjoys there Is no reason ^ y a |g * ^ Tho ^  rlM in tho pr!ce
good facilities for the tnvellng public, and its wheat cake season is open. Correct. Will Breyman and Miss Bright were ready market and good prices can not be f ... . . rftrt-in fiXunt increased
Suono^u'esT^' ^  ^ ^ aCCOmm°' | Scratch ! | awarded the first prize_and the ‘’booby’’ | had for butter. There is money In a <7^ | tbe ‘emand for leather and orders arere-
Livery ad Sals Statin. “I RnvW QKKvK~orUn7nn.il has de- 1 Pr‘“ c°Ptured ^ Frank Wtl8h- I creamery and Holland has all the nacaa- 1 coWed for , 'taollnts of Btflck da|ly.
IJ! cllned the call to the Market street Chris- The Cily Attorney, P. H. McBride, ^ f‘, WhTwlU Tnvos'lgato The produ^|°t lh° tanDerl®' of
tisn Reformed Church. found some money Thnrsdsy morning n pany emb^#4«srly every kir^ of leather
I _ — r— ... I his office. It was picked up from the | ‘nd,ct? . | known to the trsde and the officers of the
VTIKBELINK, J. H„ Llv.r, ml 8.1. Bublo; ^ HK City Hotel was filled with commer- floor The owner c(in haTe tho 9ame on
ii Ninth street, near Market clal travelers this week. Holland must be anniyiog to
focleat
rge am
JJAVERRATE. G. J., Livery and Boardln
o’a'.-M iSyiS | tisn Reformed Church.
hotel.
lasulaotorist, Mlllt, Shops, Ho. a good place to sell goods.
uuur. ruou uci enu uovo vu oaiuo uu » „ r hcttaddelee the mother ofl00111^*0^ *^ow enterprise In oob
Mr' MtBrWC aDd psy'ng for jjtyor r'. Ksnler. and e.M.yor K. ^^.^p^cU
‘h"nol!ce- I Schaddelee, died Isst Wednesday at the 1 reiuon of their- - ------------ - - - - -  ------ ,Tr B mea ia i n a ^u., .. .u. fl()d t ^ muM by u0Q l
pAUBLS, VAN KUTTBS A co., rtopristor. Pkogressive Ecchrb has got bold of Thk flr8l gociai of ,he Macstaws Social 1 borne of her eon Rijk Scbiddeleo wno I pronotl[]ced ^ pj^ru^ The tanning In-
ceas Pioar^^eio toot of Sgii” itreot° °':w r° the people of this city and parties are al ciu(j waa i,eid jn the Opera House last moved to Grand Rapids asl summer top 1 du(try 0[ H0)]and baa a bright fmure and
- 1 most of nightly occurrence. | nlght A ]lrge number o(|iie members of | Place. Mrs. Bchaddelee IUI weeK | ^ lth § contlnued growtll there la no tell-
Mr. Jos. Fiiter baa been buying ,n th> club accompanied by tbelrl^lesw.re f| th» dlmenstons It wIB yet usume.
Immense iiuantity of apples and potatoes *n attendance and a very pleaeant e en g con)pound |raciure The shock caused ^ ^
at bis dock tbe past two weeks. | w“ etlJ0?eQ' | by tha acciaent and her advanced age, 82 1
Openino of the new millinery establish- 1 Thr Inrid llghtwhlch wssseen in the J years, were tbe cause ef.her death. On | Tbemosl suspicions social event thet
"IT'AN RAALTE, B., deale&r in Farm imple-
V meat* and machinery. Cor. River aud
Ninth Street*.
PhyiiclMi.
"DEBT, R. B.. Physician and Burgeon, can he
1> fonnd in hi* office in First Ward Drag Store,
on Eighth street.
|£REMERS, R,., Physician and Sur^con^ Res-
rnentTM™ D "m ZT ^ next I havens .outh-eaat of here Thursday Thursday the remain, were brought here ha. occurred lu this city thi. seuonwa.
Wedneadav Evervbodv is invited ' 4-evening was caused by a fire in Allegan aDd taken to the residence of Mayor Kan- the marriage of Hon. Gerrit J. Diekema,
\ | which destroyed Julius Tomlinson’s foun- ters. The funeral services were held yes- j member of tbe Slate legislature from the
- _ Married:— Saturday, Oct. 24, by Rev. dry and machine shop. The loss is eati terday in the First Church, Revs. D. I First District of Ottawa county, nnd a
YATE8,o.E..Phy*ici*n*nd Burgeon, office H, I). Jordan, Mr. Thomas F. Howe, of I mated at $2,500. Broek. Steffens, and Bos officiating. The prominent member of the bar of thisA *t residence on the corner of River end | . . __ , , __ 1 _  * » - - * * - - - - - » .» •- — »« —
Eleventh *treett, formerly occupied by theitte Dr. Grand Haven, to Miss Carrie Auasiceker,
Ledeboer.
Office it the drugstore of kremer* A Biog*.
Ace hour* from li,a.m. to 18 m. And from 6 to A p.m
W*tohM a si Jmlry.
of Holland.
TyBBYMA^tyrro. Watcbmifc.r, J<w^er, indl
13 dealer in fancy good*. Corner of Market will be on sale at the Store Of xates &
and Eighth streets. '
j Kane. Parties desiring extra copies can
TXTYKBUYBXN. H., dealer in Watchu, Clocks, obtain them there,
v V Jewelry and Bpectacles, cor. Ninth and Ce- __ _ dsrstmsts. I the Thursday evening papers
- — ^ church was filled with friends and rela- city, and in fact of thla section of the
There has been two young men selling ^  q( the deceMed wh0| wlth her hul. ltate| to Miss Mary E. Alcott, one of Hoi-
silver plated ware to our people this week. c&me ^ tb|B city in its earliest days, land’s fairest maidens, and a daughter of
It is well to remember that we have repu* ’ — Mra. 8. G. Alcott, who reside* on Tenth
table dealers In this city and they sell EcnfM from the fair are occasionally atreet. The bride and groom have lived
goods as cheap as anyone. Don’t looie wtfU}d blck ^  us and am0ng tha latest is here from childhood, are both graduate*
sight of this fact. | ^ R06ino a gentleman who recently 0f Hope College, and have hoata of friends
F. A A. X.
A Regular OOmmunlcation of Ukitt Lodqi,
No. 181. F. M Jl M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., at 7 o'clock, on Wedneadav
evenings, Jan. 28, Feb. 25, Msrch25, April w.
May KT June k July «, Aug. 19, Sept. 88, Oct. 21.
Not. 18, Dec. 16. bl John,* days June 9A, and
Wee. 27. _ ___
• • -
D. L. Both, Stc'v.
nounced the death of M^]. Gen. Geo. B.
McClellan at his home in Newark, N. J.
of neuralgia of the heart.
Train Dispatcher McLane has been
quite sick for several days. ’’Relief
Agent” Bennett of the Chicago and West
Michigan R’y AH* bis place.
O. Bur max, W. M.
^ Knights of Labor.
Harmony Assembly, No. 8,719, of Holland City,
meet in Odd Fellows' Hill every week. All com-
muni cation* ahonld he addressed to
Hsaxoar Lock Box,27-y Holland, Mich,
===========   —
Produce, Etc.
(WHOLE SALK-)
{Corrected teen Friday by S. J. BarringUm.'i
Apple*, 88c; Beans, 80c, $1.00; Batter, 14, 15c;
E|g*aflc; Honey, 18c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes,
arriiL.
Apples, 30c; Beans, f 1.85; Batter, 14, 16c;
Egg*, 17c; Honey, 14c; Onion*, 60c; Potatow, 40c.
drain, Petd, Etc.
(WHOLStALX.)
(OorrtcUd even Friday by W. B. Beach.)
Backwheat, 40ct Bran, © 100 #a.,65c; Barley
1 100 *>#., tl. 00, L10: Clover seed, W hn. S6.25;
Don’t forget that we print tax-receipts
and bind them too as cheap as any print-
ing office in this state. Town treasurer!
are invited to call and get prices.
Miss Fbanxie L. Howlett, who has
]ost finished sn engagement at Marshal
Field’s, of Chicago, has been engaged as
trimmer by Mrs. D. M. Gee & Co.
Repairs are being made on our streets.
The only criticism the News has to offer
is that they are not extensive enough.
The repairs should all be thorough.
Rumor says that the Flagger Mills wil
shut down for a time and there are pros-
pects that extensive improvements will be
made In the mill In the near future.
Tm beat hen for boslneia the! It hu r“Ued in Chlcego, but who tetely pur- ln mu community. The high wcltl po-
g#Jsg
youngVh^ks^Next.1*16 m° er ° the ground with water besides supplying event took place in Hope Cburth last1 ’ * the buildings with drinking water. All | Tuesday evening, October 27, and wm
The Chicago and West Michigan an- 1 the animals on exhibition were also taken witnessed by fully five hundred of our
nouncea the following special freight rates I to drink at the trough which tbe mill sup- best people. Rev. R. H. Joldersma, of
from Grand Rapids, Muskegon, Allegan, plied. Messrs. R. Kanters & Bona an the gpriDg Lake, a classmate and friend of
Holland and Grand Haven to Chicago, sole owners of tbe Palmer Mill and they the groom, officiating, assisted by. Rev.
Milwaukee and common points: First I we manufactured In this city by them. Dr. Scott. The chancel of the church
claisl40c;second,80;tblrd20;fourtbl15; To any fanner or other person desiring* Wm handsomely decorated with plants,
fifth, 12, and sixth 10. | wind engine we can heartily recommend flowers, floral designs, and autumn leaves
the Palmer and feel aaeured that in tbe the perspective of which wm very beauti-- - -- 7T . r inie a ic i ss mas u oo me i n n as y o auw
i n g °Ui e ^8^01 ler r i nk ill be kep t open eY6Dt °r a ^ lhej wl11 fnl- ^ eight o’clock the rich and mellow
CTery evening for general ekattugwlth the 1,,,cllon- - -  wading miTChfuno^Ja tHb^uUnd-
exception of Thnred.y evening which will "Hirfortun, Hever Oomei SlngUHaaled.” |enM tha, lhe adding party were there,
he reserved for the polo club. Two efter- — The unr|c( of th, Mmnei Chnrcll WM
noon session, will be held eech week, For some time put wehavebMn Inre offlcletlng clergyman, who
Tuesday andFrtday.from 2 tofio-clock-lc^f-H^ few J- « „
Th# order forbidding railroad men to
smeke while on duty, has been re-laaued.
It la quite painful to tome of the boyi.
We wonder how Nye and Carr succeed in
obeying the rule.
In regard to the Davia Family Muaical
i who are to appear at Lycenm
we
and will give ua a mul-
Thr committee on improvemente of Untioo; but the last one with which we ^^i^^nonnoed mui 'and'wife1
Hope College request n» to g,,. notice have been loflio.ed, In eddltion to
that the time for receiving bids for the misfortune, is Just e little too much and niekema were “at home" at the
building of. residence on Hope College “fill, onr cup of woe to overflowing’' ..fthebrlcl.to
gronnda l. extended until Tuesday, No- What the object of th. writer I. w. l JfLl lny
in aong, so it must be that ha wm Belied «tended greetings to the
with a poetic iniplratlon and gushrd forth who *** on llf* ^®y \ ^
the following which we publish verbatim : klB4 1
•• ARMA VIBUMqUl UANO.” ~ future happinwa
“I dag," (not accompanied by guitar or pimo," this City. Many very
“Of aa am sad a lisro,*’ ysa of sa sditor, I M Will M useful
vember 10, at noon. Plana and specillca
tloni can he seen at the office of A. Vis*
acber, Eaq.
The bustle assumM proportions again,
but, man alive, yon most not call it bustle.
The new-fangled idea is a “tonure”. P.B.
—It is made o! newspapers, as the old
style.— Ms. TbeNiwala
O^ ll^pw y«M to •dwnce, 75
1
For is he not*!
Of
v-’.
t
I
l(fe!i’_wj.i
|»fl»ni ias |6ttl5. Becon4 -wife, wluch w«f refused. .Qurrl- u good colored mfta.he Fould appoinBontook the second wife, and was diafel-
HOLL\ND CITY. J^ICHIGAN.
THE NEWS CONDENSED.!
THE EAST.
A miner who carried a naked lamp into
a dangerous section of the Delaware and
Hudson mine at Plymouth. Pa., caused
two. explosions of gas and fire-damp, send-
ing a sheet of fire through the mine, shat-
tering the houses at the opening of the
shaft, and driving the debris hundreds of
feet skyward. All the persons in the mine
were dashed to the ground by the force of
the shock, four being killed and twelve
wounded. Many of the injured, who are
shockingly burned and also inhaled the
flames, can not recover. The man who
caused the disaster had all his clothing,
save his boots, torn off, and also lost his
hair, but was otherwise uninjured. . . . .
Morton 0. Warren, importer of laces at
No. 49 Green street, New York, assigned,
with preferences of $106,116.
Sixty- fiye cows belonging to B. Sat-
tenstine, who sells milk in New York City,
were killed, being found suffering from
pleuro-pueumonia. The animals had been
ailing for some time ____ John Howell, of
Wayne County, Pennsylvania, shot four of
his childien, ranging in age from 3 to 11
years, and then shot himself. His wife
and eldest daughter were absent at the time
of the tragedy.
John Howell, at Starucca, Pa., con-
fessed to killing his four children. He gave
them arsenic, then shot them, and sat in
wait for his wife and sister, whom he also
intended to kill He finally shot himself,
and upon regaining consciousness made
the horrible recital.
John G. Whittieb, in recounting his
experiences in the anti-slavery riots in Bos-
ton half a century ago, expresses satisfac-
tion at seeing the colored people express
their gratitude for the work of the pio-
neers.... Walter Chadwick, a well-known
citizen of Newport, B. I., disappeared
some days ago. His body was
found near a wharf, heavily weighted
With bricks, and around his head
and chin was tied a strong cord....
John B. Paige, ex- Governor of Vermont,
died at Butland, of bronchial pneumonia,
at the age of 61 yean. He was for a long
time connected with ex- Gov. Smith in the
management of the Vermont Central Bail-
way ____ Owing to the long continued strike
lowshipped. He was hated by the Mor-
mons, and regarded as a Gentile. ’’
The Connecticut Mutual Life Insorance
Company has sued the city of Evansville,
lad., for the payment of $60,000 interest
on defaulted waterworks bonds amounting
tot $3,000,000. The bonds were reissued
in 1870, when the works were ooqipleted,
and not a cent upon them has evet been
paid. . . . .Don Ewer, a sporting man widely
known thronghont Michigan, was shot dead
in an alley near the Michigan Central depot
in Detroit A few minutes previously he
told his affianced wife that he had $2,200
in a pooch tied about his waist but Roth-
ing valuable was found on his person ..... .
him.
the supply of nails at Pittsburgh has been
exhausted, and at Wheeling it is i------- - ---- ------ n ---- mpossi-
ble to get more than twenty-five and fifty
keg lots ____ Twenty-five children in the
Allegheny City Home for the Friendless
were taken suddenly ill after drinking
poisoned milk. All recovered with prompt
medical treatment. . . .In a single-scull race
at Albany, for a purse of $1,000 a side,
John H. Teemer defeated Edward Han'.an
by three lengths. . . .The New York tttock
Exchange for the week did the heaviest
business for years. Over 3,696,680 shares
changed hands.
THE WEST*
A dispatch from Winchester, HI, says
that “Fred Homer, who was shot by a mob,
has died of his wounds. When ho was
dressed for burial four shot wounds were
fonnd in his back. These wounds were
not discovered by the physicians who at-
tended him. He died protesting his inno-
cence of the crime for which the mob
killed him.”
A ghastly and mysterious double mur-
der was committed in one of the popnlous
portions of Kansas City, Mo., the victims
being Mrs. Catharine Conway and her ten-
year-old daughter Kitty. The horrible
discovery was made by a neighbor, who
called at the house and was startled on
seeing the bleeding and lifeless
bodies of the mother and daughter in the
book room, Mrs. Conway being fonnd
lying on her back on the bed bound and
gagged and her skull crushed in, while the
little girl was on her knees with her bead
ly on the bed and her brarns oozing out of
an ugly gash in her head.,.. A policeman
in St Louis found on the car-track at the
corner of Comptou avenue and Morgan
street an infernal machine composed of
gas-pipe and gunpowder, with a cap at
each end.... In a game of three- ball bil-
liards at Yankton, D. T., Mr. Lannie Mc-
Afee made a run of 6,004 points— a most
remarkable performance.
Chicago journalists have purchased the
Davenport Gazette, which will be managed
by George B. Armstrong and Thomas O.
Thompson.... Officials of the Union Pa-
cific Road have learned that a mob of white
men attacked a section- house at Rock
Springs, occupied by thirty Chinamen.
Revolvers were fired and stones thrown un-
til the Celestials fled to the hills for the
night, returning to their work in the morn-
ing.
I he Southern Pacific Company, keeping
in view the necessity of warding off low-
nte competition, gave the Atlantic and
Pacific Boad an entrance into Los Angeles
and surrendered the San Diego business,
in return for the use of trade from Col-
ton to Riverside and a pledge to maintain
rates..., Jacob Kauffman, a well-known
musician of Denver, having evidently lost
his reason, undressed himself on the prai
rie near the Orphans’ Home, and crawled
back and forth throngh a barbed- wire
fence until death came to his release.
His flesh was found hanging in shreds. . . .1
While B. J. Bhay, a prominent individual
was dining with Mrs. James C. Brown, of
Healdsburg, in Ban Francisco, the woman’s
husband entered the restaurant and fired
two shots at Shay, inflicting fatal wounds.
... .A man named Brandt, at Waco, Neb.,
becoming irritated beyond endurance, flnng
a lad oH3 years into a thrashing-machine,
where his head was ins antly torn from the
trunk . . .The Attornev General of Kansas
has gone to Emporia to take proceedings
to set aside the sa e by the regents of thir-
teen thousand acres of normal school
lands th a banker named Cross....
Blackfoot (Idaho) special: “The United
after being out all night
Sorter’s case, agreed on a
,,, „. William C. Garrison
md convicted of unlawful co-
His was a peculiar case. Gar
IPk;
mm&m.
for embezzling $60,000 of cily funds.,..
The body of Mrs. James Qnayle, which had
been missing at Cleveland for ten days,
was fonnd in the lake. She is thought to
have killed herself, the result of melan-
choly.... A Swede named Charles Sund-
strom. living at Stillwater, Minu., is afflict-
ed with leprosy.
THE SOUTH.
Eight members of the New Orleans City
Council were each fined $50 and sentenced
to imprisonment for ten days for contempt
of court regarding tne payment of certain
claims. The Chief Justice, later, ordered
the release of the men until Nov. 2.
Isaac Dahman, of Fort Worth, Texas,
has contracted with English parties to de-
liver on the wharf at Galveston every fort-
night for the next five years the frozen
carcasses of 3,000 beeves at six cents per
pound for meat and nine cents per pound
forhides. .. .Savannah (Ga.) special: Wil-
liam Clemens, of McVille, Ga., a newly
appointed revenue officer, went to Mont-
gomery County with two assistants to cap-
ture an illicit still While passing along a
lonely part of the road the trio were sud-
denly fired upon from ambush by moon
shiners, and Clemens and one ' of his
companions were instantly killed. Officer
Rose, the third of the trio, escaped with a
bad wonnd in his side and his coat riddled
by bullets. Great excitement prevails in
that locality, and a battle between the
moonshiners and a posse of citizens is ex-
pected.
A RICH vein of gold quartz, extending
for a mile along the moantains, has been
discovered in Hampshire County, West
Virginia ..... The Catholics of Richmond,
Va., are taking steps to bring the attention
of the Spanish Government to the offen-
sive utterances made by Dr. Cony, recently
appointed Minister to Spain ____ It is re-
ported from Claredon, Denley Connty,
Texas, that prairie fires in that section of
the State have burned over 500,000 acres of
territory. _
WASHINGTON.
A New York journal prints an interview
with Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
Coon, in which he says that neither the
President nor Secretary Manning has
considered the Warner silver bill, and that
he believes it is seriously considered by no
one save Mr. Warner himself. Mr. Coon
further stated that both the President and
Secretary Manning are opposed to any
further coinage of the silver dollar.
The Second Comptroller of the Treas-
ury is making a thorough investigation of
the accounts of Indian agents, which are
reported to be in a very bad condition, and
has already referred about a dozen cases to
the Solicitor of the Treasury for suit to
recover balance found duo the Govern-
ment.... The Hydrographic Office basis-
sued a new map of the arctic region, which
embodies the results of the latest explora-
tions. The arrangement is snch that the
names and relative positions of all places
around the polar basin can be seen withoht
turning the map around, as is usually ncc-„ - ----------------- Uly e
essary, and the eye is not bewildered by „
multitude of meridian lines concentrating
at the pole. A very simple method of de-
termining the latitude and longitude of any
point is afforded by two lines intersecting
at right angles at the polo, along which the
degrees are marked.
Advices from Washington discredit the
report that Secretary Manning contem-
plates a call of 3-per-cent bonds in the
near future. The probability is that he
will make no call until Congress has indi-
cated the policy to be pursued regarding
the silver problem ..... The Naval Advisory
Board wiu complete the cruisers Boston,
Chicago, and Atlanta at an estimated cost
of $368,000, in the belief that they will
conform in character and quality to the re-
nirements of the contract with John
,oacL
POLITICAL.
A Cincinnati dispatch of Oct. 23 says:
“The official count of the vote of Hamilton
Connty has been completed, bat is liable
to change at the hands of the courts. The
complexion of the Ohio Legislature hinges
upon a decision in two cases. If given the
five precincts in dispute, the Democratic
legislative candidates will receive the cer-
tificates; if the Republicans win
in the courts, they wHl have
all the Representatives but one.
The unofficial footings complete make
Hoadly’s plurality 686. Kennedy (Re-
publican), for Lieutenant Governor, has a
plurality of 734. M. F. Wilson has the
highest vote for Senator on the Demo-
cratic ticket 34,872, and Richardson the
Senator Sherman, on boiag serenaded
in Washington, made a speech, in wh ch
he proposed a redaction of thirty-eight
ReprcsentAtives in Congress and the Elec-
toral College because of the disfranchise-
ment of negroes. . . .In regard lo the rela-
tions between President Johnson and Gen.
Grant, it is believed by Gen. Sherman that
the controyersy would have been settled
by the appointment of Gen. J. D.
Cox as Secretary of War. Vice President
Hendricks suggests that President John-
son believed in restoring and not in recon-
structing the States. Gen. Sickles states
that Grant said enough to blip to reveal his
alarm for the safety of thp Government
daring the reconstruction period. Senator
Arkell, of New York, reports Grant as say-
ing that he had personally been the means
of preventing a second civil war of a men-
acing character.
GENERAL.
Tremont Temple, Boston, was crowd-
ed to hear the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher
deliver his eulogy of General Grant The
servioes were opened with music, organ and
orchestra informing Chopin’s funeral
march, which was followed by prayer, after
which an ode composed by Mrs. Julia
Ward Howe was rendered by the choir. A
poem by Louise Imogene Guiny was then
read, wh- | ‘ * ......___ . „_en the female portion of the choir
sung an elegy written by the Rev. M. J. Sav-
age. Mr. Beecher then delivered his eulogy
on the Union soldier, praising in no stinted
terms his genius, statesmanship, and mar-
tial qualities. The benediction concluded
the exercises ____ Ferdinand Ward was ar-
raigned in the Court of Oyer and Terminer
at New York, Oct 22. on the charge of lar-
ceny and obtaining goods under false pre-
tenses. He pleaded not guilty, and the
work of securing a jury was begun.
There were 146 failures in the United
States reported to Bradatreet'a daring the
week, against 164 in the preceding week,
and 234, 209, and 137 in the corresponding
weeks of 1884, 1883, and 1882 respectively.
About 85 per cent were those of small
traders whose capital was less than $5,000.
In the principal trades they were as fol-
lows: Grocers, 20; liquors, 19; general
stores, 16; hotels and restaurants, 14; man
ufacturers, 7; clothing, 6; dry goods. 6;
fancy goods, 6; produce and provisions,
5; carriages and wagons, 5; shoes, 4; to-
bacco and cigars, 4; bakers and confec-
tioners. 3; carpenters, 3; drags, 3; furni-
ture, 3; books and stationery, etc., 3.
Bradatreet’a Journal, in its commercial
review for the week, says: “Special tele-
grams to Bradatreet’a report no spe-
cial change in the general trade situation.
The dry goods market at present is dull.
Retailers are believed to be carrying the
large volume of goods lately shipped from
first fyinds, awaiting the demana for con-
sumption. There is a better demand for
funds for use in regular trade channels.
There is a fair movement of wool at sea-
board markets for consumption. The
large factories are well stocked, and the
smaller ones are buying freely for near-by
wants. Manufac turing is relatively active,
and prices are firm. Holders regard the
situation confidently, and are not anxious
to sell. In grocery staples there has been
an increased movement in sugar and coffee,
but prices are weak. Tea is depressed
Dairy products are in steady demand for
home consumption, but behind last year
for exports. "
Intelligent and property-owning Mex-
icans in Chihuahua favor the annexation to
the United States of the northern tier of
Mexican States. . . .Work was suspended on
the Pacific end of the Pauama Canal, bnt
one-half of the excavation has been made
for a stretch of three miles on the Atlantic
side — The Canadian Government has de-
cided to appoint an international medical
commission to inquire into the sanity of
Riel, the leader of the Northwestern Terri-
tory rebellion .... The call for the con ven-
tion of the Irish National League at Chi-
cago, Jan. 20 and 21, has been issned by
the President, Patrick Egau.
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
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The taking of evidence in the trial of
Ferdinand Ward was began at New York
on the 26th of October, the District Attor-
ney in his opening remarks warning the
jury that they must remember Ward was
on trial for larceny, not for “seeding Gen
eral Grant broken-hearted to his grave
James D. Fish, the ex- Freni clout of the
Marine Bank, was the first witness,
and eyed the defendant savagely. He
detailed the presentation of a check
for $71, 8 JO, drawn against a a check
for $75,000; the rejection of the latter by
the i-irst National Bank; how Ward failed
to adjust the matter, , and the efforts to
raise sufficient fuuds to meet the dishonor-
ed paper; the deposit of the $150,000 which
Geu. Grant borrowed from Vanderbilt,
and the placing of the money to Ward’s
personal account The cross-examination
failed to elicit anything, and Fish’s brother,
on official of the Murine Bank, corroborat-
ed the testimony.
The rear of n Wabash passenger train
left the track near Laporte, Ind., tumbling
over several times and rolling into the
ditch. Thirteen persons were seriously
injured.
John McCullough, the demented ac-
tor, who was brought from the Blooming-
dale Insane Asylum, New York, to his
home in Philadelphia in a pitiable condi-
tion, is reported* to have perceptibly im-
proved by the; change toj his own home.
Mr. Johnson, who accompanied him,
says: “I think that / he is go-
ing to get better. Now that he will
will ever be able to go on the stage again,
but he will be able to get abont and will re-
gain to some extent his faculties. Already
a great improvement is perceptible. He is
brighter and watches those who attend
him, a thing he has not done for a great
while. Drs. Engel and Lloyd believe that
he will recover. They purpose a new
treatment and hope to completely restore
his reason. "
Jack Wyman and Tom Kinnard fought
with soft gloves at the fair grounds near
Grand Rapids, Mich. In the second round
Wyman was knocked senseless, and re-
mained nnconscious for twenty minutes.
Kinnard was awarded the $200 purie and
the gate receipts ____ A hunting party in the
vicinity of Specht p Ferry, Iowa, came upon
the dead body of a woman, which upon ex-
amination proved to be that of tne wife
of J. H. Schneider, a retired lumber
merchant of Potosi, Wis. A bottle, shawl,
and hat were found on the shore a short
distance from where the body lay. in the
water. The general opinion is ‘that she
came to her death by poisoning and by
The has fur-
nished to the press the following open let-
FOREIGN.
Judge Denny, ex- United States Consul
General at Shanghai, has accepted the post
of foreigfc adviser to the Corean Govern-
ment The Chinese Government has de-
cided to maintain a standing army of 600,-
000 men, to be increased in time of war to
1,200,000 men. Tso Tsung Tong, the Chi-
nese General famous for his anti- foreign
policy, died last month ____ The foreign
representatives at Tangier are about to
bring to the notice of their respective gov-
ernments the barbarous treatment of crim-
inals by the authorities of Morocco. Re-
cently, for a petty offense, a woman ap-
proaching maternity was tied np by the
arms and flogged nntil blood flowed freely. ...
The Police Chief of Hyde, England, has
identified pictures of W. H. Lennox Max-
drowning. The remains were taken to Po-
tosi. She leaves one son, a student in the
Chicago College of Pharmacy, and two
adult daughters. Poor health is supposed
to be the canso of the rash act. She was
45 years of age.
A United States Fish Commission
car left Washington last week with carp to
supply applicants in Missouri, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Idaho. Utah, Colorado and Kan-
sas. The car will go via St. Louis and
Omaha to Ogden, aud will return via
Cheyenne, Denver and Kansas City to
8t. Louis. Another car left for Portland,
Oregon, and wi.l supply eu route in Iowa,
Minnesota. Wisconsin, Dakoti, Montana,
Washington Territory and Oregon. ____ The
Secretary of the Treasury has appointed
Richard M. Johnsoh, oi Indiat'.a, to be
chief of a division in the Sixth Auditor’s
office, vice Mr. Dickerson, transferred to
the office of Comptroller of Currency.
An Ottawa (Ont.) special says “there is
no truth in the statement that a commission
has already been appointed to report on
Riel’s mental condition. It is probable,
however, that a commission will
pointed in a few days.
be ap-
Family Discipline.
Mrs. Bandry is an Austin parent who
is very severe with her children. She
maintains strict discipline, and never
allows them to speak out loud. A few
days ago Mrs. Bandry and her little
daughter, Maud, were about to go out
calling, when the latter said :
“Ma, your hair is coming down.”
“Child, when you speak to me you
must do it in silence.”— Taras Siftings.
THE MARKETS.
well, imprisoned at Ht Louis for the mur-
der of Preller, as Hugh Motham Brooks,
an attorney who practiced in Hyde some
• if r ‘years ago. . . .Prince Alexander of Bulgaria
is reported as having guaranteed that the
existing order of things shall not be dis-
turbed in his domain. Hi
highest on the Republican ticket, 34,401.
..... . mHardacre is the lowest on the Republican
ticket, having 34,118, and Brasbears, on
the Democratic ticket, 34,584. For Repre-
sentatives the variance is not so great, but
the Democratic figures are all higher than
the highest Republican vote. "
A Columbus (Ohio) special says that
the returns from all the counties of Ohio
have been received They show that 731,-
732 votes wore cast, of which Foraker
(Rep.) had 359,538; Hoadlv (Dem.)341,-
380; Leonard (Pro.) 28,054; Northrop
(Greonbacker) 2,760. Fornker’s plurality,
18.158. The tolal vole in’ 1883 for Gover-
nor was 721,310, of which Foraker had
347,164 Hoadly 359,693, and Schumacher
(Pro.) 8362. Hoadiy’s plurality, 12,529.
A number of Virginians have attempted
to secure the removal of Fred Douglass,
Register of Deeds at Washington, and the
(Jburcb, President is reported to have said that if
• take a the Democrats would suggest the name of
•
. , Is troops have been
ordered not to provoke a conflict. . . . An at-
tempt to shoot the Minister of War of
Montenegro was made at Cattaro by an
Albanian, who confessed himself the agent
of a band of conspirators. He was quick-
ly executed.
Mme. Cordier, one of the most cele-
brated beauties of the court of Napoleon
HI., fell a victim to morphine at Paris.
Her body after death, though she had en-
dured the most excruciating torture for
eight days, shortly assumed the charms
and classic ontline which had so famed her
in youth.. ..The Marauis of Lome, the
Queen’s son-in-law, ana Liberal candidate
for* Parliament, attempted to make an elec-
tion speech-at Brentford, near London. The
crowd that assembled at the place refused to
listen to him, and rotten-eggedand otherwise
treated him so badly that he left in haste
and immediately returned to London....
Sister Cipriani, who arrived at Cairo re-
cently from Khartoum, says that Oliver
Pain fell from his camel while ill and that
the Arabs, who were hurrying forward at
the time, buried him before he was dead.
....A skirmish has occurred between the
Bulgariaui and the pickets of the Servians.
A loan of $5,000,000 was obtained in Paris
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tor to Col F*D. Grant:
Yore, Oct. 12, 1R85.
I answer to yonr re-
of the conversation I
u, and to whicii 1 alluded In„ Chamber of Commerce, the
lUowing hi my best -recollection:
About four years ago I sat beside Gen. Grant
at dinner. There were many courses, slowly
served, and the entertainment lasted several
Rung, who was Regent and real ruler during
the minority of the Emperor, told him of
their controrersy with Japan. War was
about to be declared, and the Prince
tbousht It would be a long and bloody one, and
asked General Grant If he would act as arbi-
trator. The General declined for want of time*
and ^ ndp,llly becRaBe he was a private person
uggestedi however, tlio terms of compromise.
When In Japan shortly after, the Mikado's Min-
isters told him their aide of the trouble, and re-
vealed the faet that several of the Europe* n.
Governments were actively stirring np the atrlfe
on both aides, hoping to benefit by the war. The
same request was made to him on the part of
the Japanese Goverament -tosctssarbltrator—
and In again declining he stated the substance
of the compromise he had advised for China.
The two nations adopted substantially the
terms proposed by General Grant, and a disas-
trous conflict was averted.
The conversation drifted Into a consideration
of his relations with President Andrew John-
son. The narrative of this period was one of
the most graphic to which I ever listened, and
It Is unfortunate for history and posterity tnat
it cannot be preserved as It was told. It had
the local coloring of conversations with, and
statements made by, the chief actors, and of the
sltnstlons of parties and persons as the events
occurred, invaluable as a portraiture aud esti-
mate of the times. I said In my addresi that
Gen. Grant performed services to his country
which were unwritten quite as Important as
any that were recorded, and I think this narra-
tive will bear me out This Is the sabstance of
the story:
Johnson began, the dsy after the assassination
ncoln, tof Mr. Lincoln, o loudly proclaim at all times
and places, with constant reiteration, the shibbo-
leth, “Treason Is odkras and most be punished,,
and the chief rebels shall be hanged.* To give*
effect to this sentiment, as soon as he wav In-
augured- he insisted upon the United States
Courts in Virginia finding indictments against
all the leading members of the Confederacy.
He also wanted the offloers in the rebel army
who bad left the regnlsr army to join the rebel-
lion to be snmmsrily dealt with by court-
martial. These movements of the President
produced the greatest consternation through-
out the South. The Confederate leaders ap-
pealed to Grant to protect them on
the parole be had given. He aaw-
Johnson on fhe subject, only to be In-
formed that the President was by the Consti-
tution commander-in-chief of the army, and.
that anything done by the commanding General
on the field was done subject to his approval or
rejeclon, and he rejected thebrms. General
Grant nrged that the rebels bad surrendered on.
tbese conditions, disbanded their organizations,
submitted universally to the situation, and were
carrying ont In good faith their t art of fee
agreement, and every consideration of both
honor and expediency demanded equally good,
faith on the part of the Government. The other
conrse would have led to an endless guerrilla
warfare, condncted in a country admirably
adapted for It by desperate and honel-ssmen.
Johnson obstinately adhered to his view, and
assumed the authoritv of commander, when
Grant flatly told him that if there were to be
any courts-martial one must be called to try
General Grant first; that ho wonld by every
means in his power protect his parole and ap-
peal to Congress and the country. In the halt
called by this attitude of General Grant a very
remarkable change occurred in the views
and policy of President Johnson. General
Grant discovered that the most fro juent and
favored visitors to the White House were the
men whom the President had proscribed. In
the General's opinion Johnson's loyalty s hn*»   alty was
Rnbordlnata to, if not entirely dependent upon,
his entire enmity to the slaveholding oligarchy.
Hewts a i oor white, had been a journeyman
tailor, and, notwithstanding the distinguished
imbllc positions he had held, be could not
break through the class barrier, and was treat-
ed socially with contempt by this proud arls~
tocracy. When they plunged Into rjl>elllon be
saw Ids opportunity. Ho believed ‘n the power
of tho Government, and thought that the time
had come when he could deteat his enemies,
confiscate their property, huml. atc their pride,
and posslblv destroy them.
The absorbing ambition and passion of his
life had been to be received and treated as one
of them by the oligarchy. Having railed in.
that and snSered insult and ind gulty In the
effort, he became one of the most vindictive of
men. He saw them folle I in their rebellioiI n,
defeated and Impoverished, and now he wanted
to kill them. While he was devising me ms to
overcome General Grant’s resistance to this last
purpose, tho leaders of the old ieudalism called
upon him. They admitted thoir former treat-
ment and justified it. They said that in all
ages and countries where cast* distinctions ex-
isted, conditions were always possible which*
promoted men who ha 1 achieved sneress from
the lower into the noble order. As President
of the United States, he became. regardles< of
birth and ancestry, not only a member of their
order, bat its leader. Johnson was wild with
delight; ambition and pride were both satis-
fied. He became as anxious to sustain and.
perpetuate in some form a system which had
given the hlgnest social and politic 1 d stinc-
ticn to a few great families as bo had been
to destroy it Grant dil not have long to-
wait for the formulation of his plan. The Presi-
dent sent for him, and sa d that the radical
measuers of Congees < were revolutionary and
would destroy the country, 'l ho war was over,
and ths Republic wants i peace, and that was
possible only by a union of all sections. The
) rovlsionsl governments provided for the se-
ceded Htates were temporary expedients without
constitutional authority, and the States had all
the rights and should possess all the powers
they had before the war. He ha t perfojted a>
scheme to accomplish this result, and with Gen.
Grant's assistance its success was assured. He
would by prrclamation direct tho rebel States
to seud to Washington their full quota Of
Senators and Representatives. He had assur-
ances from enongh members from the North
who, united with them, would make a quorum
of one house at lea-t, If not both. The
Congress thus formed be wonld recognize
and install at tho Capitol. If tho other North-
ern members did not. choose to join, they
would be a powerless rump meeting In soma
hall. To the General's suggestion that this
would start the Civil War afresh, the President
replied : “They who do it will be the rebels, but
if vou sustain me. resistance will be impos-
sible."
He appealed to Grant to stand by him In the
crisis and they would be the saviors of the Re-
public. After endeavoring for a long time in
vain to convince the ITesldent of the folly of
snch a coarse and its oerisln failure, no matter
who sustained it, Grant finally told him that he-
wonld drive the Congress so constituted ont of
the Capitol at the point of the bayuot, give poar
session of the building to the Senators and
Representatives from the loyal States, and pro-
tect them. If necessary, he would appeal to
the country and to the army he had so recently
mastered out of service. , , „
Shortly afterward the President sent for G?n.
Grant, and said to him that the relatione of our
Government with Mexico were very delicate,
and he wished him to go to the ( Ity of Mexico
at once on every Important mtesion. Tho Gen-
eral knew that this was to get him ont of the
country, and put it in the power of the Presi-
dent to call, as his successor to Washington*
some officer upon whom he conld rely. He re-
that If the appointment was a diplomaticplied i
armv could not be ordered to a foreign country
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with which we are at peace. The Interview was
a stormy one, but the subject was drooped.
One day the General was sent West on a tour
of inspection. He knew that Gen. Sherman
was to be his successor, and in him ho had ab-
solute confidence. The outspoken loyalty of
that gregt soldier prevented tha project ever
being refiswed
It Is/t this date needless
might have h
one donuts the
iw Johnson, aud oi
and determination
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To Col.
GRANT AND JOHNSON.
Farther Concerning the Misunderstand-
ing Between the President and
the General
Gen, Sherman Intemewed— What
Butler Says of the Impeach-
ment Trial
Ben
Bberman Sheds Light
ISt. Louis special. ]
The Olobe-liemocrat this morning contains
the following interview with General bbermsn
on the pending controversy as to the relations
of General Grant with President Johnson :
“What was your understanding of President
Johnson's Intention in sending General Grant
to Hexloo?"
"Grant was being spoken of for the Presi-
dency, hnd it was supposed that the Intention
was to get him hut of the way. 1 do not think,
however, that Johnson feared any political foe.
It was thought that Seward most dreaded the
the terms npon which the States that bid se-
ceded should be received back Into the Union." EEL DOOMED.
Gen. Schofield's Reminiscences.
M«.G.n.Joh?«affUo mMMd«lTh# ^  0f R”d“
Stanton as Secretary of \N ar under President
Johnson, was in a position to know as much,
perhaps, as anyone else concerning the unwrit-
ten history alluded to In Chauncey Denew's ac------- -
count of his interview with Gen. Grant. Like
Gen Bhennan, however, hs declines to tell all
that he knows.
"It Is true that I was Intimately associated
with President Johnson, Gen. Grant, and the
Cabinet otfloers during a portion of the period
you mention," he said yesterday, when ques-
tioned by a reporter for the Timet, “and knew
all that was going on. 1 may say that there are
records in existence which would explain
everything, bat they are of a confiden-
tial nature, and cannot be made public.
For the same reason I do not feel at liberty to
power of Grant and was most anxious to get
no of him."
“How was It yon were sent to Mexico Instead
•of Grant?" vv
Before replying to this question, General
Sherman rose and retired to a room In the rear
-of ths library, into which he had first ushered
When he returned he held in histhe reporter. -- -------------- — —
hind Pome proof-sheets of his forthcoming
book, "After the War." “I have all the docu
speak. It is an indisputable fact tkat that was a
yery critical period In the history of the nation.. - ....... .. L_ ...... .... ... , —
publicans intended to ran Grant for the Presi-
dency. Under the constitution the President
was Commander-ln -chief of the Army, while
Grant was the General in command, and thereu me u uenu umimia mm iuciu
were fourteen States practically under military
rale. The friends of both these parties were
[London dispatch.]
The Privy Council has dismisied the
appeal of Louis Biel, the leader of the
half-breed insurrection in Canada, against
the sentence of death passed npon him by
the Canadian courts.
In an interview to-day, Mr. Fitxpa trick,
Biel's Canadian counsel, said: “It is im-
possible to pretend that Biel was unfairly
tried. No doubt, at the time of .the out-
break in the Northwest^ grievances existed
/Which hate since been remedied. Biel com-
menced the agitation from purely political
motives. Many people still consider that
he rendered valuable services to the conn-
terribly in earnest, and at such a time -so
apprehension
shortly after the close of the Wsr-there was
*1 V-l LWdevelop Intonothing absurd la thethe contest might ------ — . r .....
sion of arms. I was aware that Gen.
that
colli
rant believed that President Johnson's
;ments here," he remarked, "and they will be
published In time.’' Iteferrlng to tho proof-
sheets, ho continued:
“In the year 1M6 I was summoned from hew
Mexico to Washington. When I arrived at
Washington I called upon General Grant at his
house in I street, and asked him the reason
of my being ordered to Washington. He ex-
plained that President Johnson wanted to see
me, but that he did not know the why or where-
fore. He snp) osed, however, that it had some
oonncction With an order he bad received to
•escort the newly appointed Minister, Hon. Lew
Camobell, of Ohio, to the court of Juarez, the
President-elect of Mexico, which country was
still in possession o( tho Emperor Maximilian,
supported by a corps of French troops, com-
manded by Marshal Bazaino. Gen. Grant de-
nied the right of the President to order him
npon a diplomatic mission unattended by
troops. He stated to me that he would disobey
the order and take the consequences.
"I then went to President Johnson, who re-
ceived me with great cordiality, and said that
he wsa very glad 1 had como. He stated that
Gen. Grant was about to leave for Mexico on
to France was in relation to the Mexican all air,
and was In harmony with the views of the Pres-
ident, the Secretary of State, the Secretary of
War, and Gen. Grant. The purpose of my visit
was to terminate the occupation of Mexico by
the French. I wont in November. 1865. and re-
turned In May, 1866, so that I arrived in Wash-
ington while the Impeachment trial was in pro-
gress. In tho following fall I was made Secre-
tary of War. My position was that of a medi-
ator; that is, I was put at the head of the War
Department to conciliate both parties by di-
vesting the office of any pronounced political
color. It was a measure deemed necessai_____ __________ _____________ y at
that time to keep down, as much as possible,
tho bitter feeling on both sides.
“President Johnson," continued General Scho-
field, "was the firmest, most obstinate man in
his adherence to his political views that 1 ever
knew, and of course he would have carried out
his views If it had been possible. 1 have no
reason to believe that he was not conscientious
in his views. Personally 1 have never believed
that ho contemplated any treasonable measure,
though, as I said before, I do not know on what
grounds General Grant based his opinion.”
Angry Public Peeling in
Canada.
b o u
try. Doubtless the exc (ement again in-
duced in Biel mental aberration, rendering
him incapable of keeping the rebellion
On twithin legal limita. hescaffold Biel
will become a martyr; in prison or in an
asylum he would be forgotten.’' In faoe of___ _____ _____ _ ___ ir en.”____
the conflicting medical evidence in Biel’ s
With a DesserUUon on Improved Dentistry
Thrown In.
"Come ini” said the dentist pleas-
antly to a young man, whose faoe looked
aa if he was hiding an apple dumpling
behind his cheek.
The young man gave a glance of ap-
prehension around the room at the va-
rious implements of torture and sank
into a cane-seat chair.
“Nice day," observed the dentist,
with a smile. “Toothache y*
The young man nodded his head af-
firmatively.
“Take a seat in the chair," remarked
the dentist “Which tooth, please?"
The young man indicated aa well as
he could with the dentist’* fingers in
bn rinses of Importance, and that ho wanted
me to remain in Washington and command
tho attny In Gen. Grant's absence. I then
Informed tho Presldefit that Gen. Grant
would not go. He seemed amazed
by that statement, and observed that it
was generally understood that Gen. Grant con-
sidered the occupation of Mexico by French
troops and the establishment of an empire there
with an Austrian prince at Us head as hostile to
republican America. The President added that
the administration had arranged with the
French government for the withdrawal of Ba-
zalne's troops, which would leave the country
free for President Juarez to occupy the City of
Mexico, and the fact that Mr. Campbell was ac-
companied by so distinguished a soldier as
Gen. Grant would emphasize the act of the
United States. I then reiterated that Gen.
Grunt would not go, and that he (President
Johnson) could not atTord to quarrel with Gen.
Grant at that time. I then suggested that Gen.
Col.
Hancock or Gen. Sheridan could perform the
of them wassame office, and that, if neither . ----
acceptable. I myself would go. The President
answered, 'If you will go, that will answer per-
fectly.' Accordingly the following order was
Issued : *
"Executive Mansion, Washington, I
Oct. ao. 1866. I
"To the Hon. Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of
War:
"Sir.— Gen. U. 8. Grant having found it incon-
venient to assume tho duties specified m my
letter to vou of the 3Gth Inst., you will please
relieve him and assign them In all respects to
W 1111am T. Sherman, Lieutenant General of the
armies of the United. States. By the way of
directing Gen. Sherman In the performance of
his duties, you will lurntsh him with a copy ot
your special orders to Gen. Grant, made in
compliance with mv letter of the '26th Inst., to-
gether with a copy of the instructions ot the
Secretary of State to Lewis 1). Campbell. Esq.,
therein mentioned. The Lieutenant General
will proceed to the exccntion of his duties
without delay. Very respectfully yours,
Andrew Johnson.
"In pursuance of that order, I went to Vera
Cruz In tho United States ship Susquehanna.
We then cruised to Matamoras, where tho Min-
ister was In communication with friends of
Juarez, and from there I returned to St. Louis.
At New Orleans, however, I received the fol-
lowing dispatch from Secretary Stanton:
"Washington, Dec. 21, 1«C6.
“Lieutenant General Sherman, New Orleans:
"Your telegram of yesterday has been submit-
ted to the i'residfcnt. You are authorized to
proceed to St. Louis at your convenience. Your
performance of the special and delicate dnties
Sam Small Defends Johnson.
[Atlanta (Ga.) telegram.]
The Atlanta Constitution prints an article
from Col.‘ Sara W. Small on the revelations ot
the Depew letter. When President Johnson re-
tired to his homo In Greenville, Tenn., he set
about arranging his papers so that bis biog-
rapher mlgnt have no trouble in dealing with
the incidents of his life. About the events
now under discussion ho was especially par-
ticular. He called Col. Small to his aid tn that
work, and thus the latter came In'o the most
Intimate relations with the ex-President. Since
that time all of Mr. Johnson’s family have died
save Mrs. Patterson, who was mistress of the
white house. For the purpose of refreshing
his memory tol Small has visited Mrs.
Patterson, and the present statements
are the result: First, Andrew Johnson, on
reaching the presidency, adopt' d the ) odey of
Lincoln, as attested by Gen. Grant himself in
evidence before a Congressional committee in
1867, full extracts from which are given. Sec-
ond, at the time when Depew alleges that ex-
Confederates were swarming around Washing-
ton, they could not have done so because their
paroles kept them at home. Third, Johnson
never favored martial trials for Confederate
leaders. Ho secured the written opinions of
Evarts, Charles O’Conor, and like men. by
which ho was guided. Fourth, the naming of
Gen. Grant to accompany Lewis D. Campbell
was done at the written request of Camp-
bell, who thought Grant's ra litary pres-
tige would aid him. hifth, the state-
ment that Grant, in John?on’s presence tn the
case, Mr. Fitzpatrick advocated the ap-
pointment by tHe Canadian Government of
a commission to again examine the pris-
oner. , i
The Daily Telegraph, commenting on
the case, says: “On the whole yester-
day’s judgment is so npheld by reason
and comes from a lawyer of such un-
doubted authority that it may be assumed
to cover the justice of the case. The end
of the chapter now rests with Canada.
Kiel cannot complain if Canada, now mas-
ter of the situation, exacts the last pen-
alties."
[Montreal dispatch.]
L. 0. David. President of the Riel De-
fense Association, says that he has re-
ceived trustworthy information that it is the
Government's intention to carry the law
into effect against Kiel The feeling, he
says, among the French Canadians is in-
tense, and with the small-pox, and other
causes of race feeling, (he slightest provo-
cation might cause serious trouble. Per-
sonally he will take no further steps in the
matter, and believes the committee will
follow this course, holding the Govern-
ment responsible. The Government offi-
cers here say that Biel will be hanged on
the lUth of November.
[Winnipeg dispatch.!
Althorgb the verdict of the Privy Coun-
cil in the Biel case has not been a surprise
it has occasioned a deep feeling among the
half-breeds and French in Winnipeg, who
now expect the rebel will be hanged. A
dispatch from Kegina says Biel displayed
great agitation on receiving the news. He
fears the last hope is gone, and expressed
the private opinion that he would have to
meet the fate tho recent sentence imposed.
#
his month.
“Ah! yes. I see,” returned the den-
tist, as if he had found a quarter in his
last summer’s vest. “Does this hurt?”
he asked, as he took the bludgeon end
of a miniature crowbar and hammered
on (be aching member.
It seemed to.
“Keep your mouth open, please,”
continued the dentist, as he exchanged
the crowbar for a rake. “A little
wider, please. There, that will dp.
Now,” he added, as he plunged the
teeth of the implement into the crown
of the tooth and scraped off the upper
part of it, “can you feel this? ‘Ah!
Sensitive, is it? Well, I guess that is
the tooth. The pulp is congested.
Now, I’ve got to cut away the old fill-
ing and open a vent. Then we can
kill the nerve and fill the tooth as good
as new.”
While the dentist was talking ho
placed a foot-lathe near the chair ad-
justed a drill in it, one or two sizes
smaller than an auger, and started the
machinery to work.
“Now,” he added, as he stuffed tho
young man’s mouth full of napkins,
“open your mouth a little wider,
please.”
Tho young man dropped his chin
upon his shirt bosom and breathed
hard. The dentist inserted the drill
into the tooth and began grinding.
“Does that hurt you?" he naked,
HEIR TO A MfLLlOy.
A St. Loiman Entitled to a Portion of
the Great Townley Estate.
[gt. Louis telejrram.]
The Liverpool Weekly Post of recent
uicu^uttvv.i»uw, uvvu1.ruuoj..v..vUvc ... date announces that by an act of Forlia-
i'“Rsej A"f!1 4' th°
lowed, was declared by Mr. Johnson to Mr : ernment has decided to pay over to all the
Small, in a conversation before the death of the , , , f .. Tlftwrpnpf, Tn.vniftv pq.
former, to be lalse in every particular. Grant j ^R111 ot 1110 Laurence lowniey es
did not (to Lecauae he feared that General Him- | tnte their proper portion of the money.
0pRftnrJn ! This estate amounts to the enormous sum
plftco of Mr. 8 an ton. 8ixtii, Mrs* P&ttcrsoii * aqaii aha aaa % »» aaa aha
utterly denies all tke ailesel secret history con- ! °^ $800,01)0,000 in money ami 400,010
cernlmr her lather which has been published, acres of land. The estate would have
In this she is sustained by tho widow and son ! been divided thirty-four years ago, but,
or the lut: oideon Welles, who was Secretary j thrnnoh tha false rlnim of one Talmv it
of the Navy. Col. Small produces abundant “irouRn me .Iawe .claim 01 on,° laI“y’ 11
documentary evidence to sustain all his state-
ments.
President, the Cabinet, and this depart
“Edwin M. Stanton.'
assigned to you is cordially appreciated by the
;h
oat
pyj
_____ ____ | ipti ----------------------
they are on file in the State Department at
"Have you the ins ructions to Grant of which
on received a co ?"
“Yes, I have copies of them somewhere, bnt
Washington. Some time subsequent to my re-
turn— I do not remember the date— Mr. Stanton
was suspended under the tenure of the civil-
office bill, and General Grant was appointed
by President Johnson to be Secretary of War
ad Interim. He exercised the functions of that
office until January 13, 1868, when, after
some proceedings In the Senate, Mr. Stanton
was reinstated as Secretary of War. This caused
trouble between Gen. Grant and the President,
which was probably never healed. That quar-
rel was the beginnlns of the trouble which re-
sulted In the impeachment of President John-
son, who was regularly tried by the Senate and
acquitted. After that Mr. Stanton resigned
and Gen._______ Schofield was appointed Secretary of
War, and he remained in that office to the endnb im u cuiaiunu ui uiu*
of the Johnson administration.
“No, I never understood Gen. Grant to ex-
press any fear that Ml. Johnson contemplated
any violence. Mr- Johnson firmly believed that
the Constitution and laws then existing were
all sufficient for the reconstruction of the
Sonthern States. Congress thought otherwise,
and in the qnarrel between Gongrees and the
President, Grant was in danger of being made
the scapegoat."
Gov. liendrirks Talks.
(Indianapolis dispatch.]
The Indianapolis Nnc* contains an Interview
with Vice President Hendricks about the story,
put into circulation bv Chauncey M. Depcw to
the effect that President Andrew Johnson con-
templated the establishment ot a congress com-
posed entirely of rebel sympathizers.
“That story won't do," said Mr. Hendricks,
“and public opinion wUl not sustain any snob
charges made twenty years after the alleged
events happened, and after all the persons who
were directly connected with them are dead.
Personally I know nothing of Mr. Johnson's
opinions or intentions farther than the informa-
tion that came to me in the position that I
held. I was in the United States Senate, and I
both spoke and voted against the impeachment
of Johnson. While 1 never had any conversa-
tion with him on the subject referred to by De-
pew, I am sore that Johnson had no snob
intentions. He believed in restoring, and
not in reconstructing, States, and that
the Federal Government had no right to
change or abrogate their constitutions.
I think Mr. Lincoln had this view also.
I have no doubt Johnson wanted Mr. Stanton
removed, bnt It was on personal grounds, for
they were not friends. I cannot believe he had
any such purpose as that attributed to him,
and I have never heard It charged before the
last few davs. It Is not likely that such an Im-
portant political matter could have remained
silent for twenty years. I have read the vari-
ous statements about it in the papers, and 1 am
was thrown into chancery, where it re-
mained twenty- six years. Tho eatote
was inherited by * four brothers
of the Chase family, three of whom—
William, Aquila, and Thomas— came to
this country before the Revolutionary war.
The direct heirs of these three brothers in
America number about 800. Many of them
are supposed to reside in Missonri. One
of those who haveput in claims is L. T.
Austin, of No. 224 East Stein street, South
St. Louis. He will be entitled to several
million dollars when the estate is settled.
Mr. Austin says that a number of the other
heirs who have not pnt in their claims are
sed to be residents of St. Louis. Mr.
cheerfully, as he bore down on tho
drill with 250 pounds of brute force.
“Ah! I am almost down to the nerve.
Did I touch it tben ? No? It doesn’t
bleed yet. Several years (gouge) ago
it used (dig) to be barbarous (push)
the way (here the operator laid aside
the drill, and took up a small, sharp-
edged hoe) dentists (scrape) treated
(dig) their patients. Ah 1 I thought
you wouldn’t mind this (more scrap-
ing). I am almost (more digging)
down to the (push) meat. But now
(here he abandoned the hpe for a, spike
with a head pn it like a feather dulter),
all this (rasp) is changed. It (dig) is
a humane (scratch) profession now.
We (punch) never hurt (scrape— rasp-
dig— -rake-scratch— claw all in one)
them now. I’m through, now; -that’s
—Beading roller mills are turning out
sixty-five barrels of flour per day.
—One ton of dumb-bells has been or-
dered for the students at Ann Arbor.
—Asa Fowles, one of the ploneeis of
Onton gon, is dead, at Cleveland, Ohio.
— C. T. Barber is teaching hie fiftieth
consecutive term of school near Morenci.
-Warren Chipman, an actor, cut hU
throat at Flint His family resides in San
Francisco.
—As high as $26 per month hoe been
offered at St Ign&oe for men to work-in
the woods.
—A lady connected with the St John's
apple-drying furnace pares and cores fifty
bushels of apples a day.
—Grand Bapids Univerealists will pay.
off all their debts this year, and will, build
a pew edifice next year.
—An even dozen of Bay City cabbage-
heads weighed 161 pounds; the same num-
ber of Saginaw early growth Weighed 240
pounds.
‘ —There are 969 school children in Trav-
erse City, and $17,000 has 'been invested
there in school building}. The high school
is to cost $20,009.
—A Grand Bapids M. D. claims to have
bills out for medical attendance which will
aggregate over $100,006, which he never
expects to collect.
-A Lansing man recently sold some of
tho deer in his private park. One of them,
a fine buck, was frightened to death, while
they were catching him, and died while
they were tying his feet
—A Reading farmer claims to have
raised seven squashes whose aggregate
weight was 600 pounds. The largest one
weighed 107. A radish weighing two
pounds and thirteen ounces also hails ixora
the tame place.
—Lieutenant Brownell, who avenged the
death of Colonel Ellsworth in 1661 by kill-
ing Jackson, the assassin hotel proprietor,
was in Tecumseh recently. Lieutenant
Brownell served through the war, and is
now connected with the Pension Bureau.
—A Hungarian was stabbed to death at
Iron Mountain, and two men whonS he
had ejected from a wedding feant were
arrested for the crime. A mob invaded
he jail after midnight, intending to ly&ch
the accused persons,' but departed after
beating them with their fists in ft vigor-
orotiK wanner.
all right,” he added pleasantly, as re-
id
suppo  
Stem's grandmother prosecuted the claim
in 1846, bnt died at the advanced age of
100 years while it was still in litigation.
Mr. Anstin is now working on the Transfer
Railway in South St Louis.
Inclined to rive the greatest credence to that ot
Judge Goodin, of Greenfield, whose reoolleo-
TOOXBS AND THE UNION PRISONER.
He Secures the Release from Libby of the
Son of a Former Sweetheart.
Gen. Sherman again returned to the rear of
his library, and this Ume he emerged carrying
a large file of Gen. Grant's letters. These let-
ters from Gen. Grant cover the period In ques-
tion. They are all of a friendly and confiden-
tial nature, but there is nothing In them which
could go to show that Grant ever apprehended
any national danger. When Stanton was re-
stored to office. Johnson accused Grant of hav-
ing surrendered his office without sufficient Re-
sistance. That was tha cinse of tlre quarrel.
It wafc a ffahtbetween tlte'-Prcsideni and Con-
gress, and Grant was not willing that they
should wage It over bis shoulders. Stanton be-
ing backed by Congress, Grant retired. John-
son was hostile to Stanton, and be did not want
him in bis cabinet. Grant concluded that the
best way out of the difficulty was to let the
President, Congress, and 8 tan ton. fight it qnfc
among themselves.
“I think the papers are making too much of
tlon about snch matters is always aconrate,
and who was then In a position to know what
President Johnson wanted to do.“
Bon Batter Interviewed.
[Boston special]
Gen. Butler said to-day that there were many
reasons why the Grant-Johnson matter was not
bronght into the Impeachment trial Johnson
was not charged with the offense of which
Grant mistrusted him. and the evidence they
could have prodneed would have been Incom-
petent There was no legal evidence by which
it oonld have been proven. Gen. Grant
could not have disclosed it There was
another project of 1 resident Johnson's, as to
revolutionizing the Goveivernment, which was
not bronght into the . Impeachment proceed-
ings. "Lhad some very slrong moral evidence,"
said Gen. Bntler, "which I did not care to make
[Centralis (Hi.) special]
The approaching death of Bob Toombs
inspires people to tell incidents of his pub-
lic life and senrice. A story was told to
your correspondent to-day which is worthy
of the public print One day, while Toombs
was in the rebel Cabinet, he drove np to
Gen. Winder’s office at Libby, and asked
to see a prisoner whom he named, and who
turned oat to be a mere boy, who had en
moved the gag from the young man’s
mouth, and gave him an opportunity
to recover.
“Now,” he continued, its he got out a
formidable array of bottles, and pre-
pared a mixture into which he dipped
a small wad of cottpn, “open your
mouth, please. I will put this in, and
it will kill your nerve. Hurt? Oh,
no ! It may pain you for a few minutes,
but it will not hurt you to speak of.
Come in next Monday, please, and I
will renew the application. Three
dollars, please.— iVeio York Graphic.
New Use For a Drum.
A New York landlord had a tenant
who was a drummer. He was a real
bona fide musician, not one of those so-
called drummers who travel over the
country with grip-sacks, and who do
not know how to play on anything ex-
‘cept the credulity of the country mer-
chant. The landlord’s tenant ponnded
on a large bass drum. He was a shab-
bily-dressed man, who looked as it he
drank more than was good for him, and
about paying hiswho was very shy
rent promptly. H<___ r ___ r . _owever, the landlord
felt pretty easy in his mind, for he knew
that the musician had a coffee mill, a
kerosene stove, some clothing, and
other brio-a-brac, and as long as the
tenant did not carry them off he felt
listed in a New England regiment and was
captured and token to Libby. Toombs
known In the impeachment proceedings. The
facts, however, were not so conclusive that I
deemed it proper to exhibit an article of im-
peachment, founded on them, against the Pres-
ident I still retain some of the instraments of
was taken to the boy, and the two were left
alone together. No one knew what trans-
pired, but in a day or two the prisoner's
release was ordered, and he was sent home.
In former days Bob had formed a fancy
for the girl who was now the soldier boy’s
mother. The tender memories of the past
were not eliminated from the mind of the
arch rebel by the clash of war, and a moth-
er’s appeal was not allowed to go unheard.
tiince dltdobt.
Depew Intended -- ----------- - -------
memory a statement made by Gen. Urant at a
dinner table. He is a very honorable gentleman,
but he, no doubt, thought there was something
In this matter. But there was nothing more In
Mr. Johnson’s attitude than the ordinary
political differences which will exist between
men of different parties. — — • •
"I repeat again, there was no violence tntend-
evidence that stronuly tend to support my be-
lief. The proposition of Mr. Johnson to con-
trol the Government, differing from that of
Gen. Grant, it now seems to me, for the first
time, mast have been made aftsr GpitGrant
_ ____ _ _ lore the
pnbl
CHINESE STAMPEDED.
ws§§ ipssas
General Opinion.
[New York telegram.]
The Herald ot this city prints a long Install-
ment of interviews with persons on the Depew
matter relative to I resident Johnson. Ftank
Thompson, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and
Col Fred Grant reiterate their former state-
Johnson to nominate Gen. Jacob D. Cox as
ments. The latter said: “I have heard mv
father say agora and again the same things In
very much the same language. I have docu-
mentary evidence in my poasession that wonld
of War, and his confirmatjop,, by .the be collateral proof of the facta referred to in the
would have settled the whole contra- conversation my father had with Mr. Depew,
verey. Mr. Reverdy Johnson coincided with me
in this particular, bus the President would fight
A House Containing Mongol Laborers At-
tacked by a Mob Near Rock Springs.
[Omaha special.]
~ A dispatch iftceived at Union Pacific
headenjarters states that a mob of ^bita
men attacked the section house at the old
town of Bosk Springs, Wyoming, three
miles from the coal-mining, town, yl the
same name. The house was occupied by
thirty Chinamen eradloyed ns railroad sec-
tion men. The mob yelled and shouted,
fired a Volley of revolver phots into the air,
and bombarded the house with clubs and
stonfs, and smashed every window. The
pretty sure of his rent, bnt, at last, he
lost patience, and tackling thie tenant
as he came down the stairs with his
drum on his back, he said :
“Look here, Mr. Musician, isn’t it
time for you to pay your rent? You
promised io pay last week. I thought
musicians knew how to keep time.”
“I’ll have money enough pretty soon.
You see me going out twice * day with
my drum on my back, don’t you?
“Yes; I’ve noticed that."
1 “Well, that ought to inspire you with
confidence. It snows that I am getting
work, and will soon have money to lend
to my friends.” , 
The landlord’s suspicions were
allayed for the time being, bnt * few
days afterwards, not seeing or hearing
anything of hia musical tenant, he
gently burst open the door and went in
with his bill, and discovered, to his
surprise, that the room waa as empty. gi
as the head of a labor-reform orator.
it out in his
I have
w : that with the
 . i— C Su^t,E,^r“ithtas * *•
and linlcnd to collate them and my recollect Chinamen were frightened nearly to death,
supposing that ac other massacre was. abdut
to be perpetrated. They ran out of the
ja nt ht tlous upon that subject.”
__ __ Secretary
anything of the
honsa^and fled to the neighboring hills,
where they remained all night, suffering
intensely from cold, as they were Out half
The kerosene stove, the lamp, the
coffee mill, arid al^the other collater-
als, were not there as much as they had
been. An be had kept his eyes open,
the landlord was at a loss to understand
how the musician had managed to beat
bis landlord as well as his drum.
The mystery was never cleared up,
but there is reason to fear that when
the musician went off so frequently
with his instrument on his bock, that
instead of heavenly melody, it was jam-
med full of clothes, coffee mills, and
other valuable debris which the
pounder of harmony thus carried away
to his new residence.— teas Siftings,
— E. F. Ray, of CoUlwatcr, is doing a
lively business in tho poultry line. He has
twenty- seven teams on tho road gathering
fowls, and has twenty hands in his packing-
house. About seven thousand, weighing
in the neighborhood of twenty-eight thou-
sand pounds, are killed, dressed, packed,
and shipped each week.
— Jud Osborn, a saloon-keeper of Tren-
ton, near Detroit, was shot dead in the
street by an unknown assassin who ap-
proached him from behind. Ed Flaherty
has been arrested on suspicion. Flaherty’s
wife recently applied for a divorce. It is
alleged Flaherty accused Osborn of alienat-
ing her affections and had made threats
against him. .
—At tho beginning of the war Phil
bhoridnu was ordered to Michigan to buy
horses for the cavalry. Governor Bluir be-
came acquainted with the horse buyer and
made him Colonel of the Third Michigan
Cavalry. Six weeks later he was at the
head of all the cavalry in Halleck's army
and leading & raid to break up the Mobile
and Ohio Railroad.
—The decrease in the receipts from the
State Fair this year shows the usual en-
croachment upon tho surplus of the society
accumulated by exhibitions in Detroit,
which will soon render it necessary for the
fair to be held one or two years in this city
in order to recruit its finances again. De-
troit is “the old man" to whom the prodigal
and speculative young hopeful looks to
make good the losses when he goes skylark-
ing around the State with his show and
wasting his substance in the smaller towns
and cities. --Free Press.
—The Adria n Record publishes the fol-
lowing joke on itself: If there is anything
that an editor dislikes it is one thing more
than another. Especially is it discourag-
ing to have a man of whom he has written
a touching obituary rise up and pronounce
the statement a falsehood Recently the
Record, noted in tender language the de-
mise of Uncle Billy Talmage, an old
fiddler well known about Woodstodc, Now
comes. Uncle Billy himself and pronounces
the statement “a ——lie.’’ Well, perhaps
the old man may know more about it than
wo do, but we can tell him one thing— the
Record is a very reliable newspaper, and
w® caution him not to be too positive in
disputing its statements.
—At the Arctic Restaurant, a thieves’ re-
sort m Detroit, there was a deepprjite fight
between tho police and a gang of burglars
they were after. The place had long been
under surveillance, and officers were de-
tailed to raid the place arid capture all who
conld be foand Over the saloon is a
poker-room, and in this were several burg-
lars. who offered resistance. The doors
were burst open, but the officers were
driven back. With the help of part of the
force who were without the building the
men were finally forced out of tho room.
The tourist season in Switzerland,
despite hard times, has been fairly suc-
cessful. _ . *
They came out with loaded revolvers, but
----- - - ' >r by the 0$-were receivedin like manner — -Gr-
eers, the latter shooting two of the gang,
on. of them fatally.
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HOLLAInD cut «ew
WILLIAM H. ROGERS. Editor.
Saturday, October 31, 1885.
A iPLRNDio display of pattern hats may
be expected at the opening of the mi Hi
nery establishment of Mrs. D. M. Gee &
Oo., next Wednesday. __
Liar of letters remaining In the post-
office at Holland, Mich., Oct. 29, 1885:
Samnel Hnbiok, Miss Anna Elys, J. T.
Manley, Cbas. Bbultz, Simon Smith, J. H.
Sargent 3, J. Voice.
Wm. Yerbeek, P. M.
Representative Diekema, of Ottawa
County, one ot the brightest and most in
tellectual member of the Legislature, is to
be married Tuesday, October 27, to Bliss
MaryE Alcott. The ceremony will take
place at Hope Church, Holland, Mich.
—Fru Prm.
The Douglas Record has been reduced
in size from a six to a fixe column quarto.
The editor in explanation says: "During
the stormy months of navigation vessels
carry as little canvass as possible, in order
to be prepared for equals. That is just
what is the matter with Tfo Record. The
wintry storms are approaching and we
shall sail under l,reef,, '* ’till the clouds
roll by,” then we will spread our top-sails
and with a lair breeze sail over the sea of
journalism in safety.”
We have received from George Stinson
& Co. of Portland, Maine, the well-known
art publishers, a magnificent, full length
steel engraving of General Grant. It is
after Anderson's celebrated photograph,
which was made while the general was
still in full vigor, and represents him In
sturdy, manly strength, as the people wish
to remember him. It is undoubtedly the
best portrait ever made of the general.
Messrs. Stinson & Oo. are In need of
agents for several Important, popular new
publications, and offer Inducements that
should be heeded by those in need of
profitable work; those who write to them
sfill receive free, full particulars.
St. Nicholas for November is the first
number of the new volume, and opens
with the first chapter of a new serial
story by Francis Hodgson Burnett, author
of "That Lass o* Lowries," etc. It is en-
titled "Little Lord Fauntleroy," and re-
lates the experience of a little New York
lad who suddenly finds himself heir to
large estates and a title In England
There is also the first installment of a ser-
ies of "New Bits of Talk for Young
Folks," by Helen Jackson (H. H.), written
especially for St. Nicholas."
But these are not the only novelties of
the number, which also contains a thril
ling story of the adventures of "Two Mid-
dies at Ephesus/' by H. H. Clark, U. S. N.;
while Louisa M. Alcott contributes an ac
count of "The Candy Country," and the
strange career of a little girl who went
there, with many clever pictures by E. W.
Kemble.
"A November Evening," the beautiful
frontispiece by Mary Hallock Foote, with
the accompanying verses by Celia Tbaxter,
remind us that Thanksgiving-day is at
hand; and Sophie Swett, in “Barty’s Tur-
key," gives a very amusing account of
one.
From th« 0. R. Democrat.
Oappoa A Bertsch Leather Company.
The Cappon & Bertsch Leather Com-
pany, of which William Cartwright is a
prominent member, began to do business
a Canal street store in 1866. Messrs.
‘ Cappon & Bertsch owned a tannery at
HoRaEd, and this firm acted both as a
"feeder to the concern and a market for the
goods. The original capital was about
'$8,000. Business wm carried on in a
1 small way at first, but careful manage-
ment sad straight dealing soon increased
v!be trade, until at the close of the third
year the block numbered 100 Canarstreet,
wm built at a cost of $20,000, and the
company moved Into its new quarters.
In 1875, a stock company wm formed
composed of the original proprietors and
a few other parties. The total capital of
the company wm $200,000, which bM
since increased to $400,000. The firm
handles about 1,800 beef hides, and some
25,000 to 28,000 calf skins per year, to say
nothing of any amount of sundries used
by shoemakers generally. Hides are
purchased all over the country, and the
tanned goods turned out of the two large
Holland tanneries find a ready market in
all the mans of this country, Boston, Bal-
timore, New Orleans and Chicago buying
large quantities. The bulk of the goods
Und a market in the West. The monthly
sales of the house amount to $75,000.
Okmk Items with the Services for
Uuual klngitu. Opening Aui hems tfy the
choir. Weekly praise and prayer mietlng
Thursday at 7:80 p. m. All arc welcome.
Third Reformed Church-Rev. D.
tfroek, Pastor. Services at 9 :80 a. m., and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, "The promise of eter-
nal life." Afternoon, "The Seventh
Commandment."
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, PMtor.—
Services at 9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sun-
day school at 8:45 Subjects: Morning,
"A Christian's consolation.” Afternoon,
UA new trial in the case of the cured
blind." Evening, missionary prayer-
meeting.
Holland Christian Ref. Church— -Ser-
vices at 9:80 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.
Rev. G. Hoeksema will eccupy the pul-
pit.
Methodist Episcopal Church-Rev. H. D.
Jordan, PMtor. Services at 10^0 a. m.t
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80
Quarterly meeting. Subjects: Morniog,
"The all-important question." Evening,
"Jonah In trouble."
L. & S. VAN DfiN BERGE
Gen. Grant's fame wm great, as is the
fame of Dr. X. Stone's Bronchial Wafers
for throat and lung troubles. 25c.
"One must be poor to know the luxury
of glvlnx.” That may be so, but we
think anybody can enjoy the luxury of
giving his fellow-sufferer a bottle of Dr.
Bull’s Cough Syrup to cure bis cough.
Ayer’s Pills are the ready remedy
which defeat many diseases, if taken in
lesson. They should be kept in every
family.
A slight cold may terminate in consump-
tion. Prevent It by using Dr. X. Stone’s
Bronchial Wafers in time. 25c.
JBptmt $otifejJ.
For Sale.
Several very desirable Improved farms
in Jamestown. Some of 120, some of 80,
some 40 and 10 seres. Prices and terms
reasonable. Inquire of
Geo. S. Ricqardson,
Jamestown Center, MJcb. 89-3t
IHP0BTANT
To Mots of Mosic !
First Reformed Church, services at
9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
8:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
at 7:80.
Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:30 a. m., and 7 :80 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. ThomM Walker Jones,
Pastor. Rev. Dr. Scott will preach
The Michigan Conservatory of Music lo-
cated at Grand Rapids, offers all the ad
vantages of a first-class music school. In-
struction in all branches under a compe-
tent Board of teachers. Fall term begins
Sept. 10th. Send for circular and cats
logue. OWEN L TURTLE, Director.
Grand Rapids, Blicb. 29-8ms.
Drain Notice.
Notice Is htreby given that I. Fred L. Hooter,
conotr Drain Commlseioner of the coant j of Otta-
wa, will on the
11th day of Nouember A. D. 1885,
at the honee of Henry Van Kampen. on Section 0,
Townahip of Holland, at 10 o'clock In the fore-
noon. meet partlea for the pnrpoee of letting con-
tracta for the conatraction of a drain in aald
county known aa the Cranberry drain, and com-
mencing at a point 90 fteet east of the quarter poal
of aectlon 80. Townahip 0, north, of range 15
weat, Townahip of Ollre. rnnnnlg thence eonth 30
feet, eABt of and parallel with the aectlon line be-
tween eectlona 30, In town 0 range 15 west and sec-
tion 25 In town 0 north of range 10 weat, 100 rods,
thence west 40 feet, thence sooth 90 feet weat of
and parallel with the section lino between section
3f, town 0 range 15 weat, and section 80, town
0 range 10 west, 1 mile; thence aonth 90 feel west
ofaad parallel with the section line between sec
tlon 1, town 5 north of range 15 weat, and section
0. town 5 north of range 10 west, one-hall mile,
thence east 40 roda, to a point where snid line in-
tersects Pine Creek, so-called, and that I will then
and there proceed to let contracts for the con-
atrnction of the same by sections as I have appor-
tioned and divided the same vo the loweet responsi-
ble bidder who will do the work according to tbo
speclOcatioos made by me and now remaining in
my offlet, and within snob time as shall bn speci-
fied in snch contracts. Good seem ity will be re-
quired of ail contractors. The undersigned re-
serves the right to reject any and all bids. No-
tice Is also hereby given that at the time and
place of said letting of contracts, the assessment
of benefits made by me will be snbject to review.
Dated this 99th day of October, A. D. 1880.
FRED L. 80UTBR,
Ottawa Cohnty Drain Commissioner.
J
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Eighth St, Holland, Mich.
KT 1 1
BILLY’S TONSORIAL PARLORS
yon can get a
 Good Clean Shave
A Scientific Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo
at any time.
HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.
Ladies hair cleaned and dressed in the latest
fashion.
FIBST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOB SALE !
w. BAUMQARTEL.
Holland, Mich.. March 19. 1865.
ROUND OAK STOVES!
Send 10 cents postage, and we will
il, valuable, sam-
: will pat yoa Ini Brass11 U1I 1 (he way of making n
my thing else Inonce than an
more money at
fiothn e i  America,
live at home and work in
the time. Capital not roqnlrod.
sexes of all ages, can
andaU
ie pay
who start at ohca. Stinson A Co.. Portland, Me.
spate time 
We will start yon. Immens   sore for thosa
Drain Notice.
Notice la hereby given that I, William Wilson,
township drain commissioner, of lha township of
Bisndon, ‘county of Ottawa, will, on the
Second day of Nouember 4. D. 1886,
at the Dnnchey place, in said township, at 10
o'clock In the forenoon, meet parties for the pur-
poee of letting contracts for the eonstraetloo of a
drain in said township, known aa the Dunchey
drain, commencing at a point 80 rods N. of tbs b.
E. corner or section 17, T. 0 N. R. 14 W., and runs
first W. 08 rods; second N.ttr ’ ------
rods, to a point 18 feet south o
. W. 89 1-5
lias of *ec-mi . f uhoK’i
tlon 17, and runs thence w. parallel with said M
line. 856 44 rods, to a point ISfost 8. ot the Mpooi
on tho W. line of aectlon 18, T. 0 N. R. 14 W.
Said drain la to b« six feet In width on the bottom
and slop* of sides at an angle of 40 degress. And
that I will than and there proceed to let contracts
for the construction of the same by sections aa I
have apportioned and divided the same, and that
eoch contracts will be let to the persons who will
do the work according to the specifications thereof
made by me, and now remaining In my office, for
the least sum of money, and who will give ade-
quate security for the performance of the same
within snch time aa shall be specified In each con-
tracts respectively, the undersigned reserving the
right to reject nay and all bids. Notice !• also
hereby given that at the lime and plica of said
The Best in the World !
Can be purchased of
A. B. B0SMAN,
— dealer In-
I, A1U11A/,
Eighth Street.
Gennine Cyclone
is going on in the stock of
Dry Goods & Groceries,
at the store of
B. WYNHOFF,
Diess Goods, Table Linens.
Skirts, Hosiery, White Goods,
Etc., in endless variety.
, A foil and complete line of
CROCKERY
always on hand.
I have the agency in this city
for the celebrated
Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great im
provement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Goods delivered free of charge,
B. WYNHOFF.
Holland, June 14, 1888.
E. EEROLD,
bM just received a large stock of the latest
styles of Ladies' and Gentlemen's
BOOTS & SHOES
among wblok are the celebrated
GROVER HAND SED
SHOMS.
Having just secured the services of, a
competent and capable shoemaker, es-
pecial attention will be paid to
CUSTOM WORK.
Repairing promptly and neatly
done
CALL AND SEE US.
NO. 46, EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD
Holland, Blicb., Sept. 4,‘ 1885.
H. WYKHUYSEN,
dealer In -
Where we will be happy to
see all our old and as many
new customer as will please
call.
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
Ladies' and Gents’ Lockets,
Silverware, Platedware,
Jewelry and Clocks.
I also keep on band a full Hue of
Oor SW Ot Drugs Spectacles !
Is fresh and new.
Oor Stock ot Books
School, College, and Miscel-
laneous is full.
Our Stationery and School
Supplies are complete.
YATES & KANE,
Cor. Eighth and Riuer Ste.
My stock of
SILVERWARE
it) unsurpassed in this city.
Particular attention is called to the fact
that all my goods are flrst-claM and are
jold at low prices.
Come in and aaa my Stock. Watckea
and Clocks repaired on
short
NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CHURCH.
H. WYKHUYSEN.
Holland. Mich.. Oft. 9, 1884.
DO NOT BUT ANT STOVE
THIS SBASOKT,
Before you have Enquired our Prices.
We are Offering Special Inducements
In order to double last year’s sales, we have marked prices
down nearly 10 per cent.
Never have we had so nice a variety.
SOME ENTIRELY NEW DESIGNS
THE “105 ’’GOLD COIN,
a very handsome square coal stove, with round fire pot.
THE ROUND OAK
- U the .....
THE “85," “86," and “87,” GOLD COIN
are the most Durable and Beautiful Boiler Iron Stoves.
to b« procured in the mtrket, and I •#!!
them at
Bottom Figures !
The “HOME JEWEL,”
Cook Stove, sells at sight.
Bought and Sold*
&•
Amsterdam la s fatt-going town com*
pared to our pleasant stopping place,
which is Delft. Here there is nothing
new, a house that is built this year is pre-
cisely like the one built 800 ycaro ago,
ery poor quality that dlls up store and
chimney with soot. Every week’ theW vv C» %UW  — » * * — — w-j VMM *• •« « w-
stove has to be purged, and four times at wa9^br0,*l®it whlch they are selling at
least in the year tbe chimney-sweep must °W *Urel <>r CM ’
brush out our chimney.— Prett.
In the initial number of the new Century
from the cellar to the high peaked roof year, beginning the Thirty-first Volume of
covered with tiles which are always brick themtagazine, special stress is laid on the
red. One of the most antiquated arrange- fiction, which includes three short stories
and parts of two aerials. Of the former,
“A Cloud on the Mountain," by Mrs.
Mary Haliock Foote, is a stirring romance
of Idaho ranch life; "A Story of Seven
Devels" Is one of Mr. Stockton's character-
istio tales of humor and ingenuity; and
"The Mystery of Wilhelm Rutter" by the
late Helen Jackson (H. H.», is a tragic ro-
mance. Mr. James' "Bostonians" Is con-
tinued. The new serial is Mrs. Foote’s
mining story, "John Bodewin's Testi-
mony," tbe opening chapters of which
give promise of a novel surpassing In in-
terest the same writers romance of "The
Led-Horse Claim."
General Grant’s paper describing the
campaign and battle of "Chattanooga" Is
a feature of the number which will excite
world wide interest, ^t is, perhaps, the
most finished article by him which The
Century has thus far published. With It
is given a full page portrait of General
Grant, from a photograph taken at Mount
McGregor; and two fac-slmile pages of a
part of one of his letters to Dr. Douglas.
In "Memoranda of the Civil War" Gener-
al William F. Bmlth has a short article
entitled "Was Chattanooga Fought as
Planned?"
These are Solid Faoti.
The best blood purifier and system reg-
ulator ever placed within the reach of suf-
fering humanity, truly is Electric Bitters.
Inactivity of the Liver, Biliousness, Jaun
dice, Constipation, Weak Kidneys, Of any
disease of the urinary organs, or whoever
requires an appetizer, tonic or mild stimu-
lant, will always find Electric Bitters the
best and only certain cure known. They
act surely and quickly, every bottle guar-
anteed to give entire satisfaction or money
refunded. Sold at fifty cents a bottle by
H. Walsh.
SaoUm'i Arnloa Sain.
The best salve In the world for Cuts,
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores. Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive-
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by H. Walsh, Holland, and A
De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.
Prof. Dickson, of Chicago, says that he
will never be without Dr. X. Stone’s Bron
chial Wafers. He tested them. 25c.
ments of Delft Is Its Fire Department.
The tire engine is called a brand eprit.
And certainly after a close examination
no one would be able to guess its use. It
resembles an old fashioned washing ma-
chine set on a wheel barrow, only a bit
more complicated. When the alarm of
fire is given It is Immediately spread by
the street urchin, of which there Is an un-
limited number here, the houses of the
poor being so amali that there Is positively
no room for these troublesome creatures
indoors. The city’s clocks are all struck,
tbo'e being no fire alarm bells, which as-
sists tbe urchins some, but the chief ven-
der of the news is a man whose duty It is
to call out the citizens. He wears a uni-
form which would do honor to a major-
general and carries a big drum which he
beats constantly with extreme vigor—
noise, not music, being his aim. It often
happens, ao zealous is he in his vocation,
that be is still marching and promenading
after the fire has gone out, for you can
safely reckon that it is never put out.
Fortunaiely for the inhabitants of Delft,
nearly 80,000 in number, tbe fires are few
owing to the lack of wood in buildings
and tbe extreme dampness here at all sea-
sons of the year.
The stoves here are a curiosity, although
there are a few of German and French
manufacture in use, that are more modern
in model. The real Holland stove con-
sists of a cast iron pot with a hole in. the
bottom in which sits a loose grate and so
loose is it that woe be unto the fire maker
that pokes too strongly. Even a good
draft is apt to upset the whole business in-
to tbe ash pan. The fire pots set in a box
> of sheet iron with a hole in the side to ad-
mit the pipe to the pot and one in the side
for draft They are not provided with
anything like a damper. The more ex-
pensive kind are made fine with much
open work of cast Iron; others have a top
of marble, white, gray or black, while the
most expensive are encased in tiles of old
Delft. It is unnecessary to say these
stoves, "kachels," they are called, jjlve
very little heat, solittle in fact that peo-
ple of all classes uses a sort of a heater
similar, 1 think, to the kind our grand-
mothers used to carry to church with
them, consisting of a wooden b6x or foot
stool lihed with zinc or brass, the top well
preforated; inside is snearthern pot filled
wi:h turf or charcoal, which has been first
"burned off" in the kitchen fire. Ladles
making calls here In the winter are at
cn^e supplied with such a "stove."
The ki'chen stove is on tbe same plan
as the others, only the sheet iron box is
larger to give more space on top, which
has many different slzod holes, each with
a sheet iron cover, to which is riveted a
long handle, giving it a strange appear-
ance. There is only one place on these
"kachels" where anything will boil, that
being directly over the fire, if more than
one kind of vegetables are to be prepared
for dinner they must take their turn over
the fire and then be set back to keep
warm. The oven is practically of no use
as there is ho way of heating tbe aides or
bottom.
The stoves most used for sleeping rooms
here are also a novelty, or rather an an-
tiquity, for they probably date back to
Job’s time, requiring more than his pa-
tience to run one. They resemble a cast
iron hitching post, being a straight cylin-
der not quite four feet high and from five
to seven inches in diameter, with a flange
on the bottom that answers for feet and a
movable cap on top. For the inside ar-
rangement or fire pot, there is a pail with
a cover and bail, a grate sitting on a ring,
which ring la fastened half way down.
The lower half answers for an ash pan
and has also a small hole for draft. With
each post comes two of these pails. Coke,
not coal, is used for fuel. The fire Is al-
ways built either Ihthe kitchen or In tbe
yard, the Idea being not to have any litter
from it in the room. First tbe coke Is put
on the grate, then charcoal, afterward turf
and a few bits of wood, and then the pail
is ready to be carried up stairs and be
placed in the stove, lighting the charge oi
fuel on the top, Like ell things with a
wrong beginning It seldom goes. Tbe
wood, turf and charcoal being burned out
the pail must be dumped and started over
again, and still the Hollanders think
them "so convenient." For us and our
house we have Detroit stoves. A plain
"No. 9" for the kitchen looked better to
us after a two-months’ trial with a "ka-
cher than the finest range could at home
compared to the brick ovens and open
fires of our grandfather’s day.. • - V -
In the palace In Amsterdam there are
"kachels" of beautiful workmanship, but
these are certainly for ornament, not in-
tended to warm the venerable monarch,
for the palace Is well supplied with the v
“Crown ;«*«!’' of Detroit aunfictu*, "‘jj
lo- which uUurache coil U ttid. wbll. _____
mm H*ln» 1am hUat with (mmiim than hia *
The Prohibitionists are all in favor of
ualng Dr. X. Stone’s Bronchial Wafers
for a bad cough or cold. 25 cents.
A pretty woman is not as likely to bfeak
a man’s heart as Dr. X. Stone’s Bronchial
W afers are to cure a cough . 25c.
Salt-rheum iu its worst form is cured
by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. Write J. U. Ayer
& Co., Lowel.l for evidence.
A Card.
To all who are suffering from fhe errors
and indiscretions of youth, nervous weak
ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., 1
will send a recipe that will cure you,
FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy
was discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope
to the Rrv. Josrph T. Inman, Station D,
New York City. 26- ly
IMPORTANT.
When yon vlsU or leave New York City, save
umse. ExnreMtge, end Carriage hire and stop
Ion Hotel, oppoaite Grand Cen-
tral Depot.
Elegant rooms fitted np at a coet of one million
dollars, reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
on European plan. Restanrant supplied with the
beet. Horse car, stages, and elevated railroad to
all depots. Families can live better for less
money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other
first-class hotel In the c!ty. 15-ly •
jfyfriat
Potatoes, Apples and
Onions Wanted.
The Highest Market Price will be paid
for Potatoes, Apples, and Onions si
FIXTER’S DOCK.
JOS. FIXTER.
Holland, Mich.. Oct. 15. 1885. 87-4t
Notice.
Sealed proposals will be received by tbe
Board of Water CotnmDalondra of the
City of Holland, Michigan, until 6 o’clock
p. m., November 2, 1885, for the furoiah-
ing and setting up complete of two (2)
radiators in tbe pnmping room of tbe
Holmd City waer works building,
Height of radiators, 86 inches, number of
tubes lo each. 50. Price to be given for
bronze and plain.
G*o. H. Sipp,
2t Clerk of Board of Water Commiuionm.
BOOTS AND SHOES.
We have just received a large new stock
of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for
spring and summer trade. The Ntock is
complete and embraces tbe latest styles of
Ladies’ and Gents’ Shoes, which are sold
we being less blest with treasure than bis
-
m
* .in
Khemkrs & Banos have • full stock of
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, paint and while-
An Enterprising Firm.
Heber Walsh can always be relied upon
not only to carry in stock tbe best of
drugs, but have secured tbe agency for
Dr. Pete’s 85-cent Cough Cure, which
they warrant. It will cure all Throat,
Lung and Chest diseases, and has the rep-
utation of being the best Cough cure ever
discovered for Consumption. 87-4
HACKMETW a luting and fragrant per-
fnme. Price 25 and 50 cents. For rale by Yates
AKaae. -
SHIUJirs CURB will Immediately relieve
Croup, Whooping cough and Bronchitis. For sale
by Yates A Kane.
WHY WJLLYOU cough when Shlloh'eCnre
will rive Immediate roller! Price 10 cu. 50 cts.
andtl. For sale by Yatee A Kane.
SHILOH’S CATARRH REMEDY— a positive
core for Catarrh, Dipthorla and Canker Month.
For sale by Yatee A Kane.
A~Mm£n Dolltrs.
Millions of dollars would be saved annu-
ally by tbe Invalid! of every community,
if, Instead of calling in a pbytlcian for
every ailment, they were ail wise enough
to put their trust In Golden Seal Bitter*, t
certain cure for all diseases arising from
impure state of tbe Blood and Liver, such
as Scrofula in its various forms, Rheuma-
tism, Dyspepsia, or Indigestion. Female
irregularities, Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder, Exposure and Imprudence of
Life. No person can take iheee Bitter*
according to Instructions, and r.mnln
long unwell, provided their bones an- not
destroyed by mineral poison or other
means, and tbe vital organs wasted be-
yond the point of repair. Golden Seal
Bitters numbers on its list of cures more
than any other medicine known, and have
already acquired a great celebrity, being
used generally as, a family medicine
Sold by Heber Walsh. 87-4t
- -
. THE REV. GKO. H. THAYER, of Bourhon.
IndMsays: “Both mvuir and wife owe our livu
to SHILOH'S CONSUMPTION CURE" For rile
by Yates A Kane.
ARE YOU MADE miserable by Indigestion,
Copsbpatlon, Dizziness, Loss of Appetite, Ye! low
Skin ? Shiloh’s Vluilzer is a positive cure. For
Sale by Yates A Kane.
oANA8ALINJ*0«)Rfree with each bottle of
Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 10 ccnta. For
sale by Yatea A Kane.
|at( loads.
Chicago and West Michigan Bailway.
Taking Effect Sunday, June 21, 1885.
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
TOWNS.
Mall Exp.
Nt’t
Exp. Mix. Mix’d
Holland .............
a.m.
10 25
p.m.
1 40
ptm.
11 85
a.m.
500
p. m.
2 15
Grand Junction ...... 11 87 230 12 87 827 4 83
BAngor ...............
Benton Harbor ......
11 53
1 80
8 44
385
12 52
t 45
920
12 00
5.1*
7 00
New Buffalo ..........250 480 2 45 285 9 10
Chicago ............. 7 10
p.m.
7 10
p.m.
600
a. m. p.m.
ft
p. m.
FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
Chicago ..........
New Baffalo .....
Benton Harbor. . .
Bangor ...........
Grand Junction...
Holland ..........
Am. p.m. ptm. a. m.
930
12 10
1 45
2 55
8 17
140
a. m.lp.m.
FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND HAPID8
Mall.Exp Exp.
a.m.
t4 45
4 56
545
lExp.j Exp.
Holland ..............
Zeeland .............
Grand Raplda ........
p.m.
330
340
4 25
p.m.
8 80
9 15
a.m.
10 15
10 25
11 15
p. m.
5 35
5 45
6 80
FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
Grand Kaplda .......
Zeeland ..............
Holland ..............
a. m.
9 15
10 02
10 16
p.m.
1 00
1 40
p.m.
10 40
11 23
11 33
p m.
4 15
5 10
5 85
FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
Holland ..............
Grand Haven .......
Ferryaburg ..........
Muskegon ..........
a m.
10 20
11 05
11 18
11 55
p.m.
3 80
4 10
4 15
4 50
a. m.
t5 80
6 30
fi 40
720
p.m.
5 35
« 30
6 85
7 10
p. m.
880
9 12
9 17
9 55
FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.
Mnakegon ...........
Ferryaburg ....... ...
Grand Haven .......
Holland ..............
p.m.ia.m.
1 2011 55
1 00jl2 28
2 1012 88
3 05 1 20
Ip.m.
p.m.
6 50
725
7 80
8 15
a.m.
8 15
8 50
9 00
10 00
p.tm.
985
10 20
10 15
11 15
FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
Holland ............
Fillmore ...........
MamUtou ........
Allegan ...........
P.m
8 8L
8 4’
3 W
430
.....
«. m
0 15
10 80
lD 40
11 15
....
FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
AHegan ............
gemilton .........
E1®0™ ............
Holland ..........
a.m.
9 1(
9 42
9 50
10 15
p.m.
4 30
502
5 10
5 35
p.m
11 1
12 K
12 30
1 00
......
t Daily, ft Daily except Saturday. All other
trains dally except Sunday.
Tickets to all points in the United States and
Canada.
J. H. CARPENTER. Gen. Pass. Agt.
F. G. CHURCHILL. Station Agent.
Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
Taking effect Jan. 18, 1885
oowa wist. OntralTlai
Mix’d Past.TOWNS
ooivo last.
Pass.
L Toledo All to
Dundee..
.. Hrlt'on ..
.Rldzewav.
•Tecumeeh.
...Tipton...
...Ousted..
•Addison
Jerome
Moscow
::S:
...Fisk...
XTiwia ____
At Toledo, with all railroad* diverging. At Dun-
dee, with T A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with Web-
roh, St. Louts A Pacific. At Tecumeeh, with Lake
Shore AMIch. Soot tern At Jerome, with L. 8.
AM. 8 At Hanover, with L. 8. A M. 8. At
’ with L. 8. A M. 8. f Lansing Division) and
-- -T the Mich. Central. At Mar-
‘"“'c. *!?:
.with Chicago A
^drcrtfemfuts.
For the Fall Trade,
BRUSSE
BRO’S
have received a stock of
Cloths and Trimmings,
which, although not the largest, is without doubt
the finest and best selected line of goods
ever shown In this city.
Corkscrew and Diagonal
WORSTEDS,
in the latest weaves and colors are kspt In stock,
- together with a choice assortment of
Fancy and Fashionable
Pants Patterns
whlca will compare ui:h anything to be found in
the lur?e cities, while tbs
will aiway* be found tobc|
FIRST-CLASS.
OH
•—dealer In—
GRANITE AND MARBLE
momimehts
I
¥i,
I
All kinds of Building Work
made to order.
Cemetery Work!
of all kinds neatly executed.
All Work Warranted to
give Satisfaction.
B. N. DiMK BILL,
Uolukd, Mich., Aug. 25, 1885. ftMy
Anyone In need of a fine snlt for
susiei os mi m
will do well »o examine nnr •tork before going out
of town to buy tbe vame good* at fancy prices.
BRU8SB BROS..
Holland, Mich., September 4, 1885, 81-4
Fall Opening !
-AT-
G. Van Patten & Sons.
We have Just received a fnll line and a complete
atock of
DRY GOODS.
DRESS GOODS,
FLANNELS,
REPELLENTS,
UNDERWEAR,
HOSIERY,
JERSEYS,
YARNS,
and a fall stock of
DOMESTICS.
We have a new stock of HATS, and a full line of
FUR CAPS.
We also keep at all times a complete line of
FRESH GROCERIES,
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS,
Holland, Sept. 4. 1885.
WORTHY
Of Confidence.
AVCD’C SanuparillalrtaraedMoethat.
M I Cn 9 during uearly 40 yean, in all
parta of the world, has proved Its effi-
cacy as tbe beat blood alterative known
to medical science.
SARSAPARILLA
genuine Honduras Sarsaparilla) la Its
Base, and Its powers are enhanced by
the extracts of Yellow Dock and Stil-
lingla, the Iodides of Potawdum and
Iron, and other intent ingredients.|Q your blood vitiated by derangements
19 of tbe digestive and axslrailatory func-
tions? is it tainted by Scrofula? or
does it contain the poison of Mercury
or Contagious DUcuxe?
ftap leading physicians of the United
I nC Staten, who know the competition
of Ayrk’s Sarsaparilla, say that
nothing eta ao good for the purifica-
tion of the blood is within the range of
pharmacy.
Alll V lhe uw °f tbla remedy Is RUNki possible for a person who has
corrupted blood to attain sound health
and prevent transmission of tho de-
structive taint to posterity.
THOROUGHLY
include not only tbe removal of cor-
ruption from tho blood, but Ms enrich-
ment and the strengthening of tbe
vital organs.
DEI IADI K? witnesses, all aver the
ntUADLfe world, testify that this
work la better accomplished by Aycr’s
Babsapakilla than by any other
remedy.
bi rum that Is corrupted through die-
BLOOD ease is made pure, and blood
weakened through diminution of the
red eorpuselee Is made strong, by
Atcr’sSarsafaxilla.
PURIFYING ££^^5$
time In serious eases, but benefit win
be derived from the use of Arn’i
Sarsaparilla more speedily than
MEDICINE
i the market, under j
'Ayer's
H. B, BEST, E D., _ B. LANDAAL
EAST END
DRUG STORE!
BEST & UWBIn fttprirtin,
We have now on hand a full and flnt-
olaat line of
SRXJQ8,
PA.TENT fc£EmOXX*B8
perfumeries,
TOXXjET JLTA TXOXjES,
OXOJkRS,
and everything pertaining to a well-kept
drag atore.
M
Prescriptions accurately compounded
by a competent preecrtpttonttt. at any
time during the day or night Come and
aeeus.
a . BEST A LANDAAL,
Holland, Mich., August 98, 1885. 80-ly
HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO
PLUMBIK6
lo connection with the Hoiltnd City Wrier Worke,
we ire ready to make
ESTIIMIATIEIS
fer putting In
WA1ER PIPES
tor all partlee dealring ike Mine.
Will fit np reeldenceefor
Hot and Gold Water!
end pnt In BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS, Etc.
All ktnde of
Cisterns and Drive Wells
pnt in end repaired.
Give na a call.
. Van landeqend a kehkbop,
Hollamd. Mich., .Inne 19, 1885.
'PUIttWHITtl
j Til' All
•>*>XKCV
WRELINSEEDj
.Oil.
A Fum
ST. LOUIS manufheturea the
largest quantity of White Lead of
any city in the WORLD; and its
genuine brands;
"Collier Conn
"Southern
"8t Louis LAO.
are alwa\
known
• . •• .
?
"iiS
i
f
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0
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;
%
%
v
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1UK WOOD GIANT.
From Alton bay to Sandwich Dome,
From Mad to Saco Hirer.
For patriarchs of the primal wood
We sought with rain endeavor.
And then we said : “The slants old
»tiJ;Are lost beyond retrtei .
This pygmy growth the ax has spared
Is not the wpod primeval.
'"Look where we will, o’er rale and hill.
How idle are our searches,
For broad-grithed maples, wide-limbed oaks,
Centennial pines and birches I
•"ThMr tortured limbs the ax and saw
Have changed to beams and trestles ;
They rest In walls, they float on seas,
They rot in sunken vessels.
‘"This shorn and wasted mountain land
Of underbrush and bowlder—
Who thinks to se« its full-trjwn tree
Must live a century older. "
At last to us a woodland path,
To open sunset leading,
Revealed the Anakim of pines
Our wildest wish exoot ding.
t \
Alone, the level sun before,
Below, the lake's green islands,
Beyou , In misty distance dim,
The rugged Northern Highland*
Dark Titan on his Sunset Hill
Of time and change defiant i
flow dwarfed the common woodland seemed,
Before tho old-time giant.
What marvel that In simpler days
• childhood,Of the world’s early
Men crowned with sarlapds, gifts, and praise,
Such monarchs of the wild-wood f
That Tyrian maids with flower and sopg
Danced through the hill grove's spaces,
And boary-boarded Druids found
In woods their holy places f P *“ <
With somewhat' of that Fagan awo
With Christian reverence blending
We saw our pine tree’s mighty arms
Above our heads, extending, f
We heard his neodlos’mystlo rune,
Now rising and now dyia ?,
As erst Donona’s priestess board
The oak leaves prophesying.
"Was it the half-unconscious moon
Of one apart and mateloss,
' The weariness of unshared power,
The loneliness of greatness?
•Oh, dawni atid sunset , leni'o him
Your beaaty and your Wonder, rj
•Blithe sparrow, sing thy summer song
His solemn shadow under I
Flay lightly on Ms slender keys,
Oh wind of gummor, waking, |
•For bills like these, the sound of seas
On far-off beaches breaking I
And let the eagle and the orow
ibis still grrott branches,' Heston 1
When winds shake down bis winter snow
In silver avalanches.
The brave are braver for their cheer,
The stronger need assurance,
The sigh of longing makes not less
The lesson of endurance.
—John G. WMttier, in The IiUUpendmt
The Widow Leake akd Old
Watson.
BY THOMAS COLQUITT.
’“Oh, we hud such a delightful time at the
church this afternoon, Captain HurknQss!
I am bo sorry you were not there. I should
have enjoyed it very much indeed— if they
had not all been trvim; to tease me about
consider that au
11 y ng
ihat old man Watson. I
dnsult.” i \ ’ “ V
Returning from an afternoon walk, my
friend and I had met the pretty young
widow— the music teacher in the* village
academy school— at her gate as she was re-
turning from church. She wore deep
tmouming, and was very fair to see ns she
«niled radiantly upon the handsome Cap-
tlec" *tain; while she Relat d hergrievftnce, her face
flushed and voice trembled with indigna-
tion. He soothingly murmered his regrets
that any one v should annoy her in such a
•nanner, bowed, and we passed on.
“You have made a favorable impression,”
I remarked, smiling.
“Not I,” he replied more seriously than
the matter seemed to demand. “Ypur
friend Homer is the first man there;". V.T t
My friend Romer was a young detective,
while my friend Harkness was an agent
lor a Northern syndicate, and was prospect-
ing among the £old mines in North Georgia
’under instructions from his employers.
Both the agent and the detective, however,
•admired the fascinating young widow, Mrs.
Leake.
a senesI was writing up that section in
•of magazine articles, and was there making
dry-plate negatives to illustrate my wi
I had completed (he artistic part of
labor, and was going away when I
ork,
my
 met
Homer, whom I had Known previously, and
who insisted that I should remain until he
had captured a certain desperado he was in
pursuit of, when he would go with me. Mr.
Bandit DnPree did not, however, prove so
easily caught as the young detective had
^anticipated.
Several daring robberies had been re-
‘Cently committed in the West, and the
Header of the robber band had violated the
long-established custom of going still
>further West by coming East. It was
known that he was in Georgia, and the de-
' tectives were positive that ho was some-
where on the lino of the North’- Georgia
Bailroad. Romet had never seen the man
i he was hunting, and the fugitive had always
» been too sensible to leave any photograph
• within reach of the detectives, but they hud
v* minute description of hi# iDbbership.
He was a short, heavy mAn, of polite gen-
tlemanly bearing— iron-gray hair and beard
q f<Jm-,fini— <iark eyes— scjir on drifc^finger of left
hand, etc.', etc., and possessed /a peculiar
*hab: ‘ ’ •
mp
ersing earnestly.
)it of closing his Jaws together
eadden sna  every few momente. wb
with a
en com-
*TU soofl have him dead to rights,” Mr.
*Bomer had said with that self-fcoqfidence
which is tl« making (and marring)/ of de-
tectives. All I need now is a cla'e. You
will understand that all we heed in onr
'business is a ‘cine, ju-d show us tho lion’s
track,. and we will find the lion for yon. We
don’t need to have the animal himsolfp.i-
/raded before onr eyes— wo go to work and
find him. This rascal is w orth looking
after, and I am going to earn that reward us
•anre us my nmhe is .Tim—.”
..... I re -nt’s Junius on the hotel register,
i minded.
Mr. Romer worked indefatigably, but was
unable, he *aid, lo obtain the desired jelue.
•He traveled up and down the narrow-gauge
mountain railway in vain. He made friends
with everybody in the sleepy little town
Judge Green to the
"il.audac-
wash-
W
i V\’ ir*‘ySl t
bh
- - ..... ’  • •.r'lrv"''-
chopper and gardener for the village. Wat-
son appreciated the honor, and m return
often favored Romer with more of his so-
ciety than he desired.
The old wood-chopper had but one topic
of conversation1— the widow Leake
extolled her goodness, beauty, and riches
unceasingly, and repeated many ei-
tremely complimentary remarks which he
declared he had heard the widow make to
certain lady friends in speaking of the
young detective. ' w
“I tell you, Mr. Rumor,” old Watson
would say, shaking his head gravely, “she is
dead in love with yon, if they do call you a
loafer. She knows better, and if you
wonted to marry, there is no better chaiice
round here for a poor yonng man."
He repeated this so often that Mr. Romer
began to be of the same opinion, and to
call at the widow’s neat little cottage so
often that his professional business suf-
fered in consequence. It soon became
generally known, over the town that the.
widow was “going to' throw hertelf away on
that loafer,” for as such they regarded him.
To all appearances (he wedmng would
have taken place, if certain flisclosnres had
not been made in which, of all unsuspected
persons, my friend Capt. Harkness, who a
few weeks ago was apparently a total
stranger to the gay yonng widow, was to
play au important part. ‘It was discovered
that the “widow’s” husband was alive and
in excellent health, and that, while monmed
as dead in public, he was kissed and ca-
ressed and treated to elegant little late
suppers, prepared by the “widow’s” own
fair hands, in private. But we must go
back a little in our story.
II.
“I think I have my clue at last,” said
Romer to me one day, as we sat in his
room. “Have you ever noticed that some-
thing like a secret understanding appa-
rently exists between Harkness and Fau---
Mrs. Leake and this old fool Watson, who
I do not believe is half so great a fool as ho
would have everybody believe. But I can-
not believe Fannie would deceive me,” he
concluded, despairingly.
“Of course yot,” I replied, though I
considered it highly probable. ‘’You are
only jealous.”
Is it not strange how we can sometimes
stand in blind ignorance directly upon the
brink of a great discovery? How we can
Tiold in our hands and admire tho beauti-
fuUorol puzzle-card which only requires
to bo held to the light and viewed
in a certain way to become a ghastly death’s
head! It was so with Romer, but he was
groping’ for < light at last— only his love
blinded him. ‘ •
Time passed on, and nothing came of his
wild suspicion. He spent much of his
time in love’s gentle dalliance in the
widow’s cozy sitting-room. He climaxed
his stupidity by taking her fully into his
confidence, telling her everything concern-
ing his business, and of his suspicions as to
.Capt. Harkness. It was certainly a dan-
•gerons proceeding. Even old Watson pos-
sessed more discretion that this smart
young man-hunter at this point, and
cautioned Romer that “Missus Leake was
an awful talking woman”— but tho love-
sick detective chose his own course.
It really began to appear to me that
there might be something in Romer's sus-
picions concerning Cant. Harkness-. He
bore a striking resemblance in many re-
spects to the outlaw as described by the
detectives, and if not the robber himself he
might possibly be the robber’s friend,
watching the detective— but tho widow—
who was she?
Old Watson continued to work about the
village ns usual, but he was getting lazy,
and coutined his labors more and more to
Mis. Le ike’s garden, which he made to
blossom like a rose.
“I actually believe the old idiot is in love
with Fannie,” said Romer, laughing
heartily. “I told her so this afternoon, but
she ruffled up and informed mo icily that
she considered that an insult.”
“But you can’t always know a woman’s
heart by her words, for while she ‘considers
it an insult’ to mention old Watson to her,
“Who are you?” cried Bomer, in undis-
guised amazement.
“Samuel Bowie,” said Harkness.
The explanation was evidently satis-
factory. It woe all clear to Mr. Romer in
a moment. Ho saw himself in a moment
as Harkness had seen him during the last
month— a love-sick boy in the hands of the
very man and woman he had been sent to
run down and capture.
“Well, what nave you done?" Romer
finally asked. /
“I have arrested Captain DnPree and his
wife, recovered a largo amount of money
and jewelir, and obtained some valuable
papers. The precious pair are safe enough
in the waiting-room below. You can come
down and see them, if you like.”
Wo went, but we knew just whom we
would see before we entered the room
where sat, securely ironed and guarded,
the beautiful and refined Mrs. Leake and
her husband— old Watson, the woodchopper
find gardener.
Animals as Barometers.
I do not know any surer way of pre-
dicting the changes in the weather, says
a correspondent of the Cincinnati En-
quirer, than by observing the habits
of the snail They do not drink, but
imbibe moisture during a rain and
exude it afterward. This animal is
never seen abroad except before a rain,
when yon will see it climbing the bark
of trees and getting; on the leaves.
The tree snail, as it is called, two
days before rain will climb up the
stems of plants, and if the rain is go-
ing to be a hard and long one, then
they get on the sheltered side of the
leaf, bat if a short rain, on the outside.
Then there are other species that be-
fore a rain are yellow; after it blue.
Others indicate rain by holes and pro-
tuberances, which before a rain rise as
large tubercles. These will begin to
show themselves ten days before a rain.
At the end of each tubercle is a pore
which opens when the rain comes to
absorb and draw in the moisture. In
other snails deep indentations, begin-
ing at the head between tho horns and
ending with the jointure of the tail, ap-
pear a few days l>efore a storm. Every
farmer knows when swallows fly low
that rain is coming; sailors, when the
gulls fly towards the land, when the
storm petrel appears, or Mother
Carey's chickens, as they are called,
predict foul weather. Take the ants;
nave you never noticed the activity
they display before a storm— hurry,
scurry, rushing hither and yon, as if
they were letter-carriers making six
trips a day, or expressmen behind
time. Dogs grow sleepy and dull, and
like to lie before a tire os rain ap-
proaches; chickens pick up pebbles,
fowls roU in the dust, flies sting and
bite more viciously, frogs croak more
clamorously, gnats assemble under
trees and horses display restlessness.
When you see a swan flying against
the wind, spiders crowding on the wall,
toads coming ont of their holes in nn-
usual numbers of an evening, worms,
sings and snails appearing, robin red-
breasts pecking at our windows, pig-
eons coming to the dovecote earlier
than nsnal, peacocks squalling at night,
mice squeaking or greese washing, yon
can put them down as rain signs.
Nearly all the animals have some way
of telling the weather in advance. It
may be that the altered condition of
the atmosphere with regard to electric-
ity, which generally accompanies
changes of the weather, makes them
feel disagreeable or pleasant. The
fact that a cat licks herself before a
storm is urged by some naturalists as
proof of the special influences of elec-
tricity. Man is not so sensitive. Yet
I saw them tefc-a-fcfe over a pleasant little i many feel listless before a storm, to
dinner yesterday.” . nHV8 nothing of aggravated headaches,
. ‘‘T0?’ >'0.u 1jeT!,, he exclaimed, Jpripgi . loothaches, rheumatic pain, and last
lo his feet, but I was the quicker, and Ik-
apologized. I then gave him the particulars
of all I had chanced to see, throuch ag  half-
open window, from a rear street. He went
away very much downcast and fearfully
jealous— but very humble.
He was unable, however, to break with
the widow. Her financial attractions were
especially strong just now for the impecu-
nious young detective, as his “house*’ was
becoming dissatisfied with him, and it
might soon become necessary for him to
seek another situation— so they were to be
married directly.
Tho widow’s order at the village millinery good, nice, healthy girl, who can make
store were not so largo as would have been her own dress, and can get up a good
expected under the circumstances. “I will
run down to Atlanta to-morrow for such
things as I need," she explained to Romer.
I mentioned this fact in an idle conversa-
tion with Capt. Harkness the same after-
noon Romer told me of her contemplated
visit, and he became at once very much in-
terested.
“Ah, Captain,” I exclaimed, laughing,
“it is entirely too late for you to come in
now."
“I don’t know that,” ho replied seriously.
“Going away, is she? And that old fellow
Watson is also going ‘down inter Gwinnett
to see his darter,’ as he informed me this
morning. A strange coincidence, isn’t it?"
I was alone in my room that evening
after supper when Romer entered Hastily,
very ranch excited and very angry, asking:
“Will you act as my second) Trimf” Jif,
I suppose I am the first man since the
, began who ever said no (o such a re-world
quest, but F said it promptly and decidedly,
and demanded an explanation. f
“It's that sneak, Harkness—” I omit a
rare collection of “long-continued” exple-
tives. “I called to sfee Fannie just now-
door standing open— Harkness sitting be-
side her on the sof.i — old Watson in tho
room, and another fellow I didn't know.
Fannie sent me word into the hall that a
previous engagement with Captain Hark-
ness would prevent here seeing me. What
sort of treatment is that from the woman I
am to marry next Sunday?” *  v
Just at this moment Captain Harkness
walked into tho room, calm and smiling as
usual. Romer had his pistol in his hand,
but I sprang between them in time to pre-
vent a tragedy— or a bad shot.
“You are a pretty friend— you scoundrel!”
shrieked Romer to the land agent.
“And you
lacking ej
me
the replf
a pretty
uce and
i around self. “Just put
ve you a few
I will give ;morrow
but not least, cotnu.— Scientific Amer
lean.
Five Thousand Dollars a Found.
“As a general thing the girls show
too much anxiety to marry. They are
too sweet on the boys. They ought to
stand off and look reserved and pre-
vious, and pat on Jernsalem airs, and
say, ‘Young men, yon don’t know who
you are fooling with, I’m a treasury, I
am; I weigh 115 pounds, and am worth
$1,000 a pound.’ WeU, they are. A
supper for companv, and is not ashamed
to wait on the table while they are eat-
ing, is just worth about $1,000 a pound.
But that is nothing compared to what
they will be worth. Why, Mrs. Arp
has cut and made up at least 2,000 gar
meats of one sort and another. Bhe
has sewed 500,000 stitches, and patched
and darned, and washed faces and
combed hair innumerable. She has
tied np 500 sore toes and cut fingers
and burns and bruises, and kissed away
a thousand tears. She has watched
them by night and day, and keeps on
watching; and right now, while I am
writing on my piazza, the is looking
away up the big road and says : “I am
afraid something will happen to them
boys; they are too littld to go on by
themselves.1' There are two little
nephews here just ont of school, and
they and Carl have all got a horse or
colt apiece, and have gone off on a
‘scursion,’ and.I call ’em the infantry
cavalry, and tell Mrs. Arp it is all
right; but she aits here sewing with
her specks on, and ever and anon she
looks np the road, and says: “Those
children have overstayed their time.
I’m afraid something has happened. If
they don’t come baek soon, I know that
I will have to start after them, for that
is always the way.’ Mrs. Arp ip worth
at least $5,000' a pound, and sue weighs
right smart and keeps a getting heav-
ier. I am rich, I am. I feel wealthy
when I look at her.”— Bt/l Ai'p.
M: W.'.L
Irrepressible.
A Western paper desires an answer to
the conundrum, “Why is a sneeze like
?” We may not be right, but
' it is because there is nc
brwtificial means,
-j-. -w--
WA8HIHGT0IP8 FAMILY.
Talk About a Queer Old Print That Used to
Be Popular.
“Yes, that is a very interesting print,
and quite old," said John Hartain when
questioned in regard to an engraving
entitled, “Washington’* Family Circle,”
which may be yet seen in some old
house*, or in ont-of-the-way barber
ahopsorold print stores. “I cannot
recall the name of the painter of the
original picture,” continued Mr. Bar-
tain, trying to jog hia metoory. “I
have snob a poor faculty for names I
am afraid I shall forget my own.' It
was painted in 1794, and engraved by
David Edwin, a very noted workman—
a stipple engraver. At that time ; he
was doing journeyman work for the
artist who painted it. Edwin told me
an odd story about the original paint-
ing. While it was in the study of the
painter, the yellow ifever brokd out m
this city, and the artist and Edwin re-
moved to Burlington, N. J., and the
picture, which was quite large, was
taken up by them on the river in a row-
boat. The day was very breezy, and
Edward related the very ludicrous
difficulty they had to keep from cap-
sizing, the painting catching so much
wind. They made their ionrney with
much difficulty, and only by rowing in
the eye of the wind.”
The engraving is the first of the
series of “Family Cirolos”of Presidents,
and represents Washington, Martha
Washington, yoang George W. Parke
Curtis, Eleanot Parke Curtis, and
William Lee, the colored body-servant
who has so miraculously survived so
long and in so many different places.
The scene is an interior looking out to
a veranda and the. distant Potomac.
Young George Cortis stands on the
left; beside him is a globe. Washing-
ton is seated. One of the General’s
hands is on the boy’s shoulder, the
other on a table, on which is stretched
a map of the future city of Washing-
ton. Mrs. Washington sits at the
right side of the table, and is pointing
to the map with her fan. Behind tho
table is Eleanor Curtis, standing, and
to her left and in rear of Mrs. Wash-
ington the colored servant, Lee. Wash-
ington is dressed in regimentals with
top-boots and spurs on, and is looking
benignly toward Martha, who has a
sharp, business sort of expression on
her face, and at a distance the out-
spread map appears not unlike a deed,
and Mrs. Washington’s action with the
fan and tout ensemble would seem to
say: “George, I won’t join in the sale
of this property.” On one corner of
the table is the General’s hat, doubled
np and resembling very much a huge
rat. It and the servant’s face are the
two conspicuously dark, black objects
in the engraving. The yonng children
of the group, as every historical
student knows, were Mrs. Washington’s,
by her first husband.
“Edwin was a noted engraver,” said
Mr. Sartain. “I wrote a life of him.
He did some very good work. That
which first brought him into promi-
nence was an engraving of Dr. W’illiam
Smith, the first provost of the univers-
ity, or rather academy then, from
which the university sprang. Dr.
Smith was a noted educationalist, and
invited out from England by Dr. Benja-
min Franklin and others to take
charge of the old academy. Shortly
after his introduction here a portrait of
him was painted by Stuart; this was
engraved by David Edwin, and so
favorably impressed Stuart that he
thereafter gave him all his work.
“In regard to the Washington family
circle engraving, there are two of them ;
the later one was engraved by my son
from a picture by Prof. Scheussle, to
whom he gave a commission to paint
it. In this painting and engraving the
family group is reversed, but contains
the same persons and similarly dressed.
Mrs. Washington has the same large,
white cap on, the General the ruffled
shirt and dress, bnt minus the spurs.
The body-servant is depicted entering
the door in the rear, and the scene
does not look ont on the river. Pro!
Schenssle’s painting was an admirable
composition, perhaps a little too small
The engraving from this was very
popular, and great numbers were sold.
This class of subjects, Lincoln’s family
and Grant’s, are very popular. It is
not often, however, the original one of
the Washington group — either my
son’s or Edwin’s— are met with.
“Napoleon crossing the Alps’* was a
noted engraving done by Edwin. The
original of this wee painted by David,
end was in the collection of Joseph
Bonaparte at Bordentown. While
there one night it fell from above the
mantel where it hung, and was pierced
by the arms of several candelabra,
which stood on the mantel, and was
badly injured. Afterward it was re-
stored. Napoleon in this picture is
very slender, as in Hondon’s statue.
When he was a young man and First
Consul be was slight and had a hungry,
alpine, but wonderfully powerful ex-
pression.”— P/aiaddp/ita Times.
He Wanted One.
“Pa,” said Johnny Caution, “do’law-
yers wear armor?”"
“No, of course not. What pilt such
an idea into your head?”
“Why, I see in the papers every day
that lawyers file their suits, and I - ”.
Tho reader will appreciate the deli-
cacy which impels us to change the con-
versation and not gopqt into the wood-
shed with the rest of the party.— P/Hs*
burgh Chronicle.
Brvorb an affliction is digested, con-
solation ever comes too soon ; and after
it is digested, it comes too late; there
is but a mark between these two, as
fine almost as a hair, for a comforter to
aim at
» . _  ’ r ' J* QA.n
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announces that ho is
A temperance man— one with the
lockjaw.
A liquor license— thrashing a moth*
er-io-law.
A DREADED conflagration— Inger-
soil's future.
The incubator is no improvement on
the ships hatchway.— tWockton Mav-
erick.
Lawyers and liverymen ought to be
weU posted in conveyances.— 2 ’eara a
Sijtings. 1
It is the man who has a sea of
troubles that has a notion of sorrow.—
Texas Siftings.
Many men before the people are like
a foot-ball— the moment the kicking
ceases they fall dead.— IK/iite Hall
Times*
The reason why a man kicks when
his wise presents him with twins is be-
cause she is over-bearing.— 51 Paul
Herald. ‘ ' Ai '/ • •
It is past onr comprehension how an
experienced toper will bolt a glass of
whisky in just half the time it takes to
bolt his bed-room door.— Barbers’ Ga- '
telle.
“Looking at your drawings imbues
me with an artistic fever,” remarked*
Smithe to Miss Lula. “It ought tot
it’s sketching,” quietly replied Lulu.-*
Brooklyn Times.
A dealer advertises : “Sandwiches
for church picnics. If ordered in large
quantities, hammer and chisel for
breaking them furnish^ free.” Thin
is extremely liberal— Boston Courier,
“ ’tis true, ’tis pity.”
Tho llue that follows, William Shake spears
wrote,
-Hell hath no fnry like a woman scorned.”
Another truth it might be well to note :
Earth hath no idiot like a man that’s corned.
—Lotion Courier. • .
Editors with large families to pro*
vide for, and a boll-dog in the cellar to
keep creditors away, are not half so
anxious for renown os they are for the
past due subscriptions.— Carl Pretzel's
Weekly.
. A man was recently killed by striking
a match on an empty whisky barrel.
The moral of this tragedy should not
be promulgated, for the reason that it
teaches that a man should always see
that a whisky barrel is fall before he
fools about it. — Norristown Herald.
The inonbns of debt upon a man is
worse that} that of fleas upon a dog. It
is neither a collar to vouch for his re-
spectability nor a tax receipt to show
his right to be around, bht it is a pest
which he can neither reach to scratch
nor grab to bite.— Fall Hiver Advance.
Forepaugh’s elephant is so fond ot
wliisky that when it escapes from itK
keeper it strikes right ont for Ken-
tucky. It has been practicing tippling
for the Iasi six months, and can stand
np under nearlv as mnch whisky as a
Louisvslle Colonel— .Newman hide-jiertdent. •
“Has heat weight?” asked the pro-
fessor of a student in physics. “ Yes,
sir,” replied the student “Indeed,”
remarked the professor, “how do you
prove that?” “Easy enough, sir. An
overcoat that you can easily carry on
your back in winter becomes such a
load in summer that it cannot be car-
ried with any sort of comfort.” — Mer-
chant Traveler.
A poetess living at Philadelphia
asks : “Oh, where does beauty linger ?”
Gentle female ink-thrower and rhyme-
carpenter, would you really like to
know where beaaty lingers? Would
yon like to gaze on a lot of beauty, all
togged out in thin gauze dress? If ho,
dear girl, come to Milwaukee and stroll
alon? the lake at about 10 :15 p. m. If
you don’t find beauty there, wait a lit-
tle longer, and then sneak np some
side street and see what hangs on the
garden gate. You can find more beauty
lingering on a Milwauke front gate, to
the square inch, than in anv other city,
in the United States. Don’t come, oh
festive poetess, with the idea that you
will find beaaty lingering In the
kitchen, for the disappointmect will
make year poor heart sad. This is
not beauty’s year for lingering in the
kitchen, lint yon will find her mamma
there, holding a “catch as catch can”
wresting match with the dishes, and
wondering to herself “Where is my,
wandering girl to-night?”— Peck’# Sun.
Marriages and Ages.
Reeenly I sat next the Baroness and
Mr. Bardett-Couttn at a place of enter-
tainment Her ladyship was superbly
appareled, and, on . appearing among
the audience, was presented by a yonng
girl, dreqsea in black, with a large
white bouquet, all lilies and tnberoses,
trimmed with white laoe. Mr. Bur-
dett-Contts seems to be endowed by
nature with the most enviable of aU
gifts, a mirthful disposition. He bas a
laughing mouth and a splendid set ofn  ' i
white teeth'. He is a jolly, handsome
man, and I don’t wonder his wife likes
him. There has been a great deal of
comment made about this match, bnt,,
for my part, I see no more reason why
‘ marry a man of
than that a manj|H Benedict, shotild
marry a girl in bet twenties, os T be-
lieve Lady Benedict still \B.-*Glwe
Logan's Letter:
Noses and* Handkerchiefs.
The gradual do'clfn’e of the human
nose is the result of tho introduction
and general use of handkerchiefs. The,
Homans neve?. A9?4 handkerchiefs, and
their noses, ^ we all know, were the
.finest tyilargest and. pe. Moreover, they
were less liable to colds in the head
than are the people at the present time,
and their -noses enjoyed almost a sine-
cnv. -Philadelphia News.
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“One day last fall, " said Mopkabee,
“I was trying to jfind a man with a
peculiar name, who lived on the south-
ern feather-edge of town, where the
houses are scattering. I inquired at
several places, hut nobody could give
me aty information as to where the
mqn lived. Finally I came upon a
carpenter shop, and went in to try my
luck there. An old round-shouldered
man, with a bristly beard and a waterv
eye, was planing away at a board, with
ms back toward me as I entered. I
spoke to him, but he went on with his
work and didn’t look around. I spoke
louden and then I yelled, but he kept
right on slicing off the shavings, and I
had.to go up and put my hand on his
arm before I could attract his attention.
“ ’Do you know a man in this neigh-
borhood by the name of Helracker?’
says I.
“The old man reached under his
bench and pulled out a rough wood
box, about six inches square and some
three feet long, with five or six feet of
rubber hose attached to it. He turned
the box upside down and shook out a
lot of shavings and sawdust, and, then
he set it on the floor, and, putting the
end of the hose to his ear, he sat down
on a trussle to have a comfortable chat,
as I thought, looked up as bland as a
young girl with her first beau, and,
pointing to the concern, he said:
“ ‘You talk in the box; you talk in
the box.’
“I put my face into the top of the
contrivance and yelled with all the
power in me:
* ‘Do you know a man by the name
of H-e-l-racker?”
“The old man dropped the hose as
though it had instantly become red-hot,
and gave me an injured, ruffled sort of
a look for as much as fifteen seconds,
and then he said, with a voice that
seemed to snap every word in two and
throw the pieces at me, as he picked up
his plane again:
“ T don’t believe in a hell, and I’m
down on any man that upholds the doc-
tripe.’
“I motioned to him to try it again,
and then I braced my feet, filled up my
lungs, and determined to get a little air
through his skull this time, or burst a
blood vessel
“ ‘Do you know a man by the name
of Hel-r-a-c-k-e-r?’ I shouted.
“The old fossil’s face relaxed with a
quizzical grin that came out and drove
away the indignant look of a moment
before, as he pulled out a plug of to-
bacco and passed it over to me, saying:
“ ‘It’s nothing extra, but the best I've
got. Blamed if I didn’t think you was
a track peddler. Fine day, ain’t it?
Eh?’ And back went the hose to his
ear again.
“Once more I braced myself and fired
in a yell taat made the dust fly :
“ ‘Your box don’t work right. What’s
the matter?’
“Again he dropped the hose instant-
ly, pulled up his pantaloons and showed
me a sore on his leg.
“ ’The end of a j’ist fell on it more’n
two months ago,’ said the old mudsill,
with much impressiveness. ‘An’ I
guess, by the way it keeps getherin’
an* goin’ from bad to wus, some of
the bones was shivered. Eh? Hurt?
Well, you’re snortin',* hurts like all
gosh, an’ some nights 1 jest can’t sleep
a wink. Eh?’ And again he clapped
the hose to the side of his head.
“I knew it was a waste of breath, but
I was fool enough to try it again, and
with every muscle at a high tension I
squared myself, buried my face in the
box, pulled my coat around close to
stop the cracks, and gave him a blast
that sounded like muffled thunder and
seemed to shake the building:
“ ‘ It’s no use. Yon couldn’t hear an
artillery salvo.’
“ ‘ Yes, yes ; certainly. Ill show it to
you. I forgot all about it’ And I hope
to be scorched if the old fool didn’t go
down into his tool chest and dig out a
• • box of salve that he used on his sore
leg, and then he took off the lid,
smelled of it, held it under my nose,
and told me all about how it was made.
I couldn’t stand any more, and left in a
hurry. As I started off he came to the
door and hollered after me to drop in
any time; that it was a real pleasure to
chat with a sociable person who could
make him hear, and took so much in-
terest in his lameness. There’s one of
two things certain. His ears had either
grown up entirely, or else he didn’t get
more than about half the sawdust out
of that box, for I know I yelled loud
enough to explode dynamite.” — Chi-
cago Ledger.
Changes in the Son and Moon.
The apparent enlargement of the
planets which give us most of our light
has been explained in various ways,
but experiments recently made by M.
Stroobant, in Belgium, indicate that
the cause of the phenomenon is a phys-
iological one. In a darkened room M.
Stroobant had fixed to the ceiling two
electric stars about eight inches apart,
and on the level of his eye two similar
stars, the distance between which could
be varied at pleasure, while the ob-
server’s eyes were at an equal distance
from either pair. When the pair of
stars on the level of his eye were so
adjusted as to appear at the same dis-
tance as the pair in the ceiling, they
were proved on measurement to be only
six and one-half inches apart. He then
transferred his observations to the
actual stars, selecting pairs at sensibly
equal distances apart in the horizon
and in the zenith, and afterward meas-
uring their real angular separation as
marked on the celestial globe. ( The
apparent separation of the stars in the
horizon was increased in almost pre-
cisely the same degree, the ratio of* the
real diaUnpes, which aeemed to the
i, being as 100 in the
79.5 to 81.5 in the
Boston supports 803 Insane, says Mr. T. I Cincinnati. — The Times- Star Bays: "A
. Sanborn, not 75 of whom will reco'vpr. remarkable discovery made last winter is
This Is frightful. Insdblty has Increased attracting widespread interest. As it in-
forty per cent. In a decade, and most of the volves R m08t important question, that ofSIS ^lunacy. troubles can bo cared without resorting to
Nothing Is so pitiable as a mind diseased, the use of morphia or opinm— especially
Most brain troubles begin In the stomach; dangerous in the case of children, as arrest*
then if the blood la filled with uric acid, development and poisoning the sys-
o.u«d by r.llur. or kidney.ctlo^ ,uul ^ The Governor ofMarylFmd and all
Jh.0?...! Inn tbe official1* of that Slat, indoraa the rem-
ami a bral/m hfull “a?e as MbJn one the Slate cbemiat of Delaware jiro-
raves, or in slow combustion, as in milder nounces it the purest and most effective,
forms of insanity^ Kev. E. D. Hopkins, of and hospitals and charitible institutions in
St. Johnsbury, Vu, a few years ago was con- Piladelphia and other cities use it with re-
flnellnan asylum. Ho took a terrible cold winrVwhlA result#. The remedy, which is
while aiding In putting out a Are In a neigh- onjy twenty- live cents a bottle, is Red Star
bor’s burning house, and for twenty-five Tt in tmrfilv vegetable* it con.
yeara that cold was .lowly filling hia tyol I ^
with uric acid, and finally the deadly work |®*ns no P0l80n or narcotics, and is a pos-
was done. The case looked hopeless, but he ^ve cure. _ ,
happily used Warner's safe euro and recoy- Making Matches,
ered. That was three years ago, and having ' ^
JVm pnmOpiaiM. om! Mow.
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ridden his blood of ail surplus uric add, ho I • Nearly all the operations of match-
has remained well until this day. t I making are now carried on by machin-
It Is Indeed a terrible thing to lose one's J j ,
mind, but It Is a more terrible thing to suffer •Ln® w?.oa “ n”c saw<*} mM)
such a condition when It can be so easily blocks of uniform length, usually one
preventoth _ , _ and a half inches long, or the length of
n*.- IToa the match. These blocks are then fed
The Use of the Goat ..... I into the cutting-machine, which cuts
The uses of the goat are manifold. I twelve matches at every stroke. To
have drank the milk, fresh and sour, I make round matches, the wood is
in different parts of Asia Minor, eaten I forced through perforations in metal
of the butter and the cheese made from pigfos. The splints are then pushed
the cream, and found the diet quite slats arranged on a double chain
nutritious and agreeable. • 250 feet long. On this they are carried
And what have I not eaten in^ Asia ^he sulphur vat, dipped therein by
Minor? A loin of kid — the goat’s gay I ft mechanical movement, and then in
offspring— kid cutlets and kid curry. I 8Rme manner to the phosphorus
If there is one luxury greater than and dipped. Machines are also
another of which carnivorous man is I med for making the boxes and packing
permitted by a bountiful providence to I the splints therein. As the consump-
partake it is a roast loin of kid. I tion of matches is most enormous —
Lamb and phicken, in their juvenil- 1 bemg estimated at six a day for every
ity, do not desire to be mentioned the I man, woman, and child in Europe and
same day with that delicaoy. _ As it is jforth America — they form an impor-
br ought hot to table your admiratiou is taut article of commerce, and the in-
divided between the well-browned back I yention of machinery for their manu-
and the exquisite mass of fat trembling I facture has proved of great advantage,
with excitement and inviting you to eat the especial value of machinery is
it while hot from the spit and before it I that it has so largely reduced the mor-
has ceased to shiver and towink. I tality caused bv working over the
A large round of toast is brought in I phosphorus. This substonoe, when
at the same time by tbe thoughtful I heated, throws off fumes which cannot
serviug-man. You forthwith remove be continuously breathed without oaus-
the quivering mass and spread it over jng disease. In large factories 144,000
the toast. A little salt and a slight I 8mall boxes of matches are often made
sprinkling of pepper, and then you an(j packed ready for shipping in a
have a dish which neither Apicus nor 8iDgie day.— Inter Ocean.
Luoullus, Ude, nor Francatelli ever -
could have conceived. Russell Sage
Quinn, the actor, Foote’s contem- IB a well-known operator in Wall street, who
potary, and Pope, a Thespian of later S^urar.?.'.
times, would have gone to India mere- 1 a who reads the pajicrs recently
ly to eat mango-fish and pomfret. No cai[0d at bis office and asked for a package
ichthyological gift of nature exceeds of Dr. Sago’s Catarrh Remedy. He dlscoy-
thoir flPflh nr their flavor ©red his mistake, but be made no mistake la
their nesn or tneirnavor. ..J the article called for. i his Remedy, whoa
I do not think anything that might appiie(i Dr. Rlerce's “Nasal Douche,’’
especially gratify the palate would win surely and rapidly eradicate the most
tempt one to make a vovage to any part aggravated case of catarrh, with all Ita un-
of the known world, but I would cheer- .nddang.rou.acoompinlmo.iu.
fully walk a few miles out of London Youno lovers ought to maao gooa actoc-
to eat fried eels with anchovy sauce at ttves, because they are so inclined to invest-
a roadside inn on the hanks of the -
Thames, or dineat Blackwull or Green- 1 Young Girls
wich in pleasant company when white- are at a critical period when they are about
bait is in season. Chaucun a son maturing and developing Into women. The
gout!— Washington Cones. Chicago “1^“
1 and ontainng a long list of “female wouk-
nessea’’ All this may bo avoided, and the
The Awful Life of East Indian .Widows, young woman come through this periodA , ... . . •. • I clothed In all the beauty and strength of a
A Hindoo lady has sent a striking perfectly healthy organization by the aid of
contribution to the Times of India. Dr. Pierce's “Favorite Prescription," pro-
She takes enforced widowhood as her pared especially for fen?ft,e troubles by one
theme, and writee strongly and bitterly ^  ,he nl08t »u“M8rul P>>y«lolan. ot the day.
of what she describes as the brutalized People who live in gas-houses had bettor
human nature that could lose sight of not throw soulbs.— rexos St/tlm/s.
the difference between a oliild widow nurtnB One-third of our time tbo
of six and a matron widow of sixty, and I processes of digestion must go on in our
provide for the innocent mite that life I bodies, and If the stomach and bowels are
• 1 . • ______ l-t- • AT. _ -• ____ - I ..... I n/v.hfnir la wall Tn lin rlvsnimlln
ForPain.?MS?
Til nUKLta A.TOeiUtK CO., BALTWOEl, ME.
fJiEW’S
MALT
BITTERS.
It wm cure afiy case of Liver and Kidney
trouble* when properly taken, it U a perfect-
renovator and Invlgorator. It cleantM the ey»^
tem of thoyoleonotu humors that develop la
Liver* Kidney and t/rlnnry diseases, car-
enriching It, refreshing and bvlgoraUnf
Kind ami Body. It prevents the growth U>
fieri one Illness of a Dangerous Cl
Diseases that begin In mere trivia
meats, sad are too apt to be neglected as a
THOUSANDS OF OASIS
of the worst forma of these terrible dlasesee
have been quickly relieved end to a short-
time perfectly cured by the uee of Hope dt
Kelt Bitters.
Do not get Hope end Holt Bitten con-
founded with Inferior preparations of etmtlar
name. Take Nothing but JBtopsAMaU Bit-
ters if you want' a sure care*
HOPS I MILT BIHfflS CO, Heron, Ma
PATENTS Hind-Book FREE.
OPIUMS^
FilllSP
BIG OFFER. iiAriU
OpmUne Washing Machines.
Lund u» four name. P.p..anir
’once. The National Co..
fMTED-XM.Sffflor'
cinvooMrs who moan t
a'K&S'WiCHA
STRICTLY PURE.
It Contains No Opium bi Any Form.
Among the best remedies AUen’s Lung Balaam
stand* preeminent. The druugioU speak of it In the
highest terms, u giving entire satisfaction wherever
&
1 used.
of long misery which is the invariable
lot of the Hindoo widow. She tells
how directly after the husband’s death
the widow’s hair is cut off and her or-
naments are taken away ; how she must
thenceforth wear the coarsest clothes
and eat the most unsavory food. Her
presence is shunned, and she becomes
the leper of society, doomed to pass her
life in seclusion. She is not allowed to
mix freely with her people. If she un
not we.i, nothing 1b well.. To be dyspuptlc 1#
to be mlseraole; dyspepsia Is tbe foundation
of fevers and diseases of the blood, liver,
skin and kidneys. Dyspepsia invariably
yields to the virtues of Dit. Walkeii's Cali-
fornia Vinegar Ritters.
Why Is a burglar like a dog that tries to
catch Its toll? Because he goes around after
bis swag. _ __
First-Glass Carriages, Wagons, Etc.
Low Prices.
__ _____ v _______ r— — ----- - Our readers will notice the advertisement
willingly intrudes on any occasion of of the Hotchkln Carriage Worki, of 8yra-
festivity the company curse her pres- mol? reaufi
ence and regard it as of evil omen. I y^tory in the East, having all the latest mu-
The menial work of the family becomes cbinery used In that business, anq possess
her lot as a matter of course. the best possible facilities for manufactur-
«cr,nnnan n oaVa thfl Hinrlnn liulv “it ln& Arst-class vehicles, consisting of two-
suppose, asks tne umaoo lauy, it Beftted Carrlage», twoand three seated spring
had been enacted that when a man lost I wagons, Timken, Brewster, Elliptic, and
his wife he should continue celibate, Hide-Spring Buggies, Cutters, and Sleighs.
live on coarse fare, be tabooed in socie- ThW flrro ®,B0 mak® * specialty of a light. „aaAa fA,. two-seated wagon for one horse. They use
ty, wear mourning weeds for the re- th6 inater,al jnthec0nBtrU0t|0n of the|r
mainder of his life, and practice never- 1 vehicles, ana sell them at very low prices,
ending austerities, would not my conn- and warrant them, and we advise our read-
trymen have long since revolted against
such inhuman treatment? a08WCr all communications and give full
She goes on to give a striking illus- information. To dealers they make very
tration of the Venerable head of a Hin- 1 liberal concessions in prices.
doo family sending out hia creatures to >tput up„ „ tUe0ault Houie.
hunt down a girl of ten to bless his I >yh0 business man or tourist will find first-
remaining years, and then, turning to class accommodations at the low price of *2
his widowed grand-daughter of fifteen, and 82.60 per day at the Gault House, Chlca-
and telling her that her widowhood is SiJ .“"a.^X’Sr nr™<!
a punishment for the loss of her bus- cltyt only one block from tho Union Depot,
band, which can only be expiated by a Elevator: all i.ppointmenta firstrciass.
life of austerity, devotion, and purity. Hoyt St Gates. Proprietors.
-‘London Times. | Tho ^rmy Incidents* An-
- — ecdotes and all sorts of reminiscences,
Men’s Hearth.— An old maid sug- from both Blue and Gray, in The Chicago
gests that when men break their hearts Ledger each week, are full of interest to
it is the same as when a lobster breaks I any man who ever shouldered a musket or
---- * •.* — — it. ------- -- I bundled a saber, and every old soldier
should subscribe for it at once. It is one
!«'V _ -w.jr,-*- -
.i nnhomw.
•;/v; Jn*V
lorwip. w
•’A ‘ .-'MU-lci A-
one of hia daws— another sprouts im
mediately and grows in its place.
th
mb
• • • • Male weakness and loss of power
promptly cured. Book, 10 cents In stamps.
World’s Dispensary Medical Association, e83
Main Street, buffalo, N. Y.
Never Judge by appearances. A teudo!-
lar dude may have a two-dollar salary.—
Ttxaa Stftinot. •
After suffering with rheumatism for sev-
eral years. I was persuaded to try Althopho-
ros, and am pleased to say that I am cured.
I cheerfully recommend it. C. L. Wetmore,
of Thompsoa & Wetmore, 161 Fifth avenue,
Chicago, 111.
Get Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners applied to
new boots and shoes before you wear them out
 ! I  ..... | .I- ' 
The Fraxer Axle Grease Is the very best.
A trial wlll prove we are right.
Best, easiest to use, and cheapest
Remedy for Catarrh. By druggists. 60o.
If afflicted with Sore Byes, use, Dr. Jsaqu
Tbpmpson’s Bye Water. Druggist* sell It. 25c.
i . »•' i' • i
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of the cheapest and best family newspapers
to be found anywhere. Only $1.50 per
year. 271 Franklin street, Chicago. Sam-
ple copy two cents. _
Me.nsman's Peptonized Beef Tonic, the
only preparation of beef containing Its en-
tire nutritious properties. It contains blood-
making, force-generating, and life-sustaining
properties; Invaluable for indigestion, dys-
pepsia, nervous prostration, and all forms of
general debility; also, In all enfeebled condi-
tions, whether the result of exhaustion, nerv-
ous prostration, over work, or acute disease,
particularly if resulting from pulmonary
complaints. Caswell, Hazard k Co., proprie-
tors, New York. Sold by druggists.
Howe Scales, Trucks, Coffee Mills,Car-Start-
ers, Harrison Conveyor Hoad Scrapers. Cata-
logues of Borden. Hellcck & Co., Chicago, 111.
d&A a DAY* It home, PaintluK Signs. Ko expert-
.BDTAFINEI
IC. 136
ILL.
SORE THROAT,
In their various forms, are so frequent in tblschamre-
able climate, tnd so often lay the foundation of dis-
ease, that no one who has a proper regard for health
should be without AUen's Lung Balaam.
CONSUMPTION.
For the cure of thla distressing disease there has
been no medicine yet discovered tint ran show more
evidence of real merit than Allen’s Lung Balsam.
Ah an Expectorant it has No Equal.
ISTFor sale by all Medicine Dealers. _
VlNEGARBiTTERS
U the great Blood Purifier nnd Life-giv-
ing Principle ; a Gentle Purgative and Tonic ; a
perfect Renovator and Invigorator ot the ryatem.
Never before has a medicine been compound-
ed poseeattlng the power of Vinegar Bitters to
heal the sick. Send for medical book, free,
to EL McDonald Drug Co., 632 Washington Bt., N. Y.
Treated and cured without the knife,
book on treatment sent free. Addres *
F. L. POND. M.D., Aurora , Kane Co.. HI.
OPIUMIII IUIyI Db. J. Btefhkns. Lebanon, Ohio.
Odra 9 HOMS SlMf
KLctfujSkavs
Nr. B. rafUr, M Main stmt. Terra Haute, lodlua, »uf.
tired tom Nsoralilv tnd foond no relief till be trad
(It. Art yoordrugflit tor Atblophoroe. If you cuoet
et It of him do not try tomeUilni elie, bat order tt mm
tom ui. We will eead ttexprcM ptid on reeelirtof price,
* per botUe.
[.0PH0B08 CO., 118 Wall St. New York.iVftr----
MEPWOMEN
Ds. LaFohtu's Medicated Balk
Develops and Enlarge* to propcrSlw? and Vigor
Weak and Undeveloped port Iona of the Body. Can be
applied to any part. A new scientific method. MaHed
lecuro from observatton, with directions, SI. T .w.
boNouuH, 136 Brewster St., Detroit, MlcluSole Agent
nd. Awondsr-j
Inftntlon. It] _
5iRSwSE£3Sa
THEMAN
WSO IlMI .
5 Too Wagon ScoIm*
800 .nd
$25 Reward*
We will pay the above reward for any case of Bheu-*
mitiim or Neurahria we o.
uny ciueof Diphtheria or
Gardner Army and Navy _
nd soreness, and remove i
bone or m uncle on man
until bottles 50 cento, t
ca’«*
>. hl
BEFOBE YOU BUY A
Wagon, Bo® or Sleigh
-WHITE
HOTCHKIN CARRIAGE WORKS
SYRACUSE. W. Y.
The BUYERS’ GUIDE to
issued Sept, and March,
i each year. tt'MO P«ff***
S^x 11^ inches, with over
'3,000 illuatraiiona— n
whole Picture Gallery.
GIVES Wholesale Price#
direct to eoneumert an all goods for
personal or fkmily use. Tells how to
order, apd givM exact cost of every-
thing you use, eat, drink, wear, or
have fun with. These IHVALUABLB
BOOKS contain Information gleaned
from the markets of the world. We
will mall a copy FREE to any ad-
dress upon receipt of lOcts. to defray
expense of mailing. Let «u hear flroaa..you. Respecthally,
MONTGOMERY WARD A CO.-
991 6c 880 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, ill.
SAMPLE
For Ten Days after the
Date of this Papers copy
of The fireut Htory
Paper of the Went wifi
be mal ed Free to any one
sending their ntmo and
address plainly written
upDn a Postal Card. 'Hum
opportunity to obtain a
Hpedmen of the only Five
(»nt Htory Paper in the
United States will last hut
Ten Day*. Send tn your
name before it 1* too late.
Address
The Chicago Ledger,
Chicago, HI.
can we not make it to your advtu Loire to trade
West Handolph Btreet. Chicago. Cotologue "«nt
R. U. AWARE
THAT
Lorillard's CMaax Fin;
Men Think
they know all about Mustang Lin-
iment Few do. Not to know is
not to have.
Wi ? $. -xM ' • i . ‘
M S im
‘i
. Witt
lh eW 3^ nrlc s 0
| ! FIso’s lUmsdy fbr OsUrrh is the 
 Best. Easiest to Use, and Cheapest. J
CATARRH
fl^AIso rood fbr Cold in tbe HeadTfl
I j Headscne^Hsy Fever, 4c. K) cents. |
C.N.U. No. 44— MB
WHEN WRITING TO
Vy please say yoa saw I
la this paper.
Many a Lady
is beautiful, all but her skin ;;
and nobody has ever told
her how easy it is to put
beauty on the skin. Beauty
on the skin is Magnolia
Balm.
'M
v/-
__ ADVERTISERS*.
lw the advertisement
M
A. . : V::
iM,
ill':
-,i.? mmwm
From Uut wd;
The finaktri Saved at Last.
In this frame he contlnned, and did not
think of sleep. He paced the floor. He
returned to his Bible. He dropped on his
knees again and again. He walked forth,
god wandered till he came to a lonely tree.
It was the midnight hour. There he
kneeled down, and being in an agony, his
sweat ran down to the ground. He was
ready to die, and hell seemed moved for
his coming. Behold him on the verge of
the burning lake.
At last redemption came. The burden
pressing him to death fell off, and his soul
was filled with love, peace, and joy unj
speakable. The glory of God In the face
of Jesus Christ seemed to dispel the dark-
ness, and transporting praises carolled
from his lips.
In the morning, by early dawn, o new
man entered my house. His name was
»Dolph B - the OhritUan. With
smiles of love and tears of joy he saluted
me. “Beloved pastor, you,” said he,
"have done much for me, and my inmoet
soul gives you thanks. But Jesus, preci
ow Jews, has done much more. Glory to
his name. Pray for me, that I may never
fall nor sin again against such love and
mercy. Oh, what a sinner I have been!”
Three months more, and ’Dolph B --
was one of twelve who stood up in the
sanctuary, and publicly took the vows of
God upon them. The world stood amazed;
the people of God rejoiced; hell seemed
confounded; and heaven was filled with
Joy.
Poor drunkard, there is a hope even for
YOU,
THE END.
A Captain’s Fortunate Discovery.
Capt Coleman, schr. Weymouth, ply-
ing between Atlantic City and N. Y., had
been troubled with a cough so that he was
unable to sleep, and was Induced to try
Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consump-
tion. It not only gave him instant relief,
but allayed the extreme soreness in his
breast. His children were similarly af
fee ted with a single dose bad the same
hsppy effect. Dr. King’s New Discovery
is now the standard remedy in the Cole-
man household and on board the schooner.
Free Trial Bottles of this Standard Reme-
dy at H. Walsh’s Drug Store.
Some Remarkable Cures of deafness are
recorded of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.
Never falls to cure earache.
'Ml
PHOENIX
Cheap Cash Store !
The undersigned baa porebued the store and
stock of goods of M. Jonkman. on River street,
opposite the Phoenix Planing Mill, and will here-
after conduct the business. He has a large stock of
Crockery,
Flour and Feed,
and Glassware,
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
‘Gr- fat Aw
T
E
A
Q restart indoosmrats ererof.
' sasRs
Meareabeaati-
fared.Eow'B
FREE!
RELUBLE SELF-CURE
A favorite prescription of one of the
Hted and successful specialists In the U. 8.
In plain sealed envelope DrufgtatscanfllllL.
 Address DR. WARD A CO., LoaMaaa, Ma
oWa? ACME PENETRATIVE.
POSITI VKL.V BURNS
STUMPS.
Ho crude petroleum,
Bulphnr, saltpeter or ex-
plosives, bat is a com-
ad, which, if put in
___ stump and set Are
to, will born it,
ROOTS AND ALL. .
CNEKNORDRY.
fiend tLOO for enough
Penetrative to burn 11
largeor 18 small stumps.
Satisfaction guaranteed
^ (rated circular, Ac.
Acenta Wanted*
THeAnaeMratmco
New Carlisle, 0.
Look Box E«
With honest and fair dealing he hopes to retain
all old customers of the store and obtain many
new ones.
Goods will be delivered to
any part of the city free of
charge.
There Is a telephone in the store, and all orders
given throngh H will be promptly attended to.
JAS. HUNTLEY,
Estimates given for all
kinds of buildings, fin-
ished and completed.
Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.
CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.
The popular wagon manufacturer
J. FLIEMAN
haa In atock a number of the
CTJ TT H S
made by the
Northwestern Sleieh Company,
of Milwaukee. These cutters for ease and com-
for are auperlor, while In
Strength and Durability
Stairs, Hand Ruling, Sash ",w “T,ce
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,
Brackets, etc., made and
furnished.
Give me a Call.
R. E. WERKMAN.
Holland, Mich.. July 28, 1685.
aware that the
Central Drug Store
Is the cheapest place in the city to buy
Pure Drugs,
Patent Medicines,
Perfumes, and
0#?ce and Shop on River street,
near the corner of Tenth street,
JAB. HUNTLEY.
Holland, May 27, 1883.
“FACTS TO BE REMEMBERED.”
mHODPLtJG
TOBACCO.
Is the BEST CHEW, the GREATEST SELLER,
and more used than any other Plug 1c the State.
It Is always in good order; NEVER TOO HARD,
AND NEVER SWELLS; GIVES GOOD SAT-
ISFACTION, and not a box of It is ever returned.
NIMROD is THE CHOICE OF THE CHBWER;
never sticks on the dealer's hands. This cannot
be said of any other brand of Tobacco. For sale
by all jobbers and retailers.
S. W. VENABLE l CO.51-ly PETERSBURG, VA.
I also have a lot oh
Sleighs of Every Description.
on hand which I propose to sell at COST.
FARMERS and OTHERS
wishing anything In my line can do no better than
by calling on me. I have a large stock of ready-
made work in
which I will sell at astonishingly low prices In
order to make room for my fall stock.
ATTENTION
Flavoring Extracts?|Farmers and
Woodsmen.
Call and examine and give me a trial.
J. FLIEMAN,
Holland, Mich. Oct. 2d. 1884.
DYSPEPSWLL
* Sedentary habits, menUl worry, nervow
excitement^ excess or imprudence in eat-
ing or drinking, and various other cause*.1
Induce Constipation followed by general
derangement of the liver, kidneys, and
stomach, in which the disorder of each
Some genius proproses to introduce
paper shirts. This might do for Japan,
but would prove a "big thing” for the
doctors, because rheumatism, etc., would
become frequent. If, however, people
would keep Salvation Oil convenient,
paper shirts might still be a success. It
costs only 25 cents.
A Marvelous Stream.
At a distance of thirty miles south ol
the Biver Diamante our route passed
by a natural object of considerable in-
terest— a stream, or rather rill, of
)wish white fluid like petroleum
from the mountain side at a oon-
)le height, and trickling down the
ilope till lost in the porous soil of the
valley below. The source from which it
flowed was at the junction, where a
hard metamorphic rock, interspersed
with small crvstals of agnite, overlay a
stratum of volcanic tufa. It was formed
like the crater of a volcano, and full of
black, bituminous matter, hot and
stickv, which could be stirred up to the
depth of about eighteen inches.
Floundering in it was a polecat or
skunk ^ Mephitis varians), having been
enticed to its fate bv the desire of se-
curing a bird caught m the natural bird-
lime, till a bullet from the revolver of
one of the party terminated the skunk’s ^  u ^ m
to extricate itself from the | wind 8eir-bi
mmm_ vuCv
Rose Leaf, Fine Cut
Navy Clippings
and Snuffs
lAe?.
1885
We are
SOLE AGENTS
for the
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PREPARED FAINTS.
th/y tieeeim:.
E. IEL WILDES
Manufacturer of
Wilis’ Celelratei ffooisD Drite Wells 1
AND WOODEN PUMPS,
Porcelaln-llned, Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder
and all the dlflerent kinds of pumps. pipe and iron.
KREMERS & BANGS,
Holland, Mich., October 1, 1885.
Notice to Teachers.
The following echedule of times and places for
holding public examinations of teachers has been
arranged by the Ottawa County board* of School
Examiners for the fall of 1885
“ Sept. 25, at Cooper sui lie;
“ October So, at Grand Haven,! (Regular.)
All applicants for 1st or 2nd grade certflcates
111 please appear at the regular examination,
Oct. 80. An allowance will hereafter be made on
the average standing of applicants for attendance
at teachers’ Institutes. ^
By order of Ottawa County Board of Uchool Ex-
aminers,
ALBERT LAHUI8, Bec'v.
Zeeland. Mich., July 10, 1885. M-15t
« has uktntb* lead ta
tiwiaka of that clan of
remedies, and has fifes
almost adrenal satufsc-
WU»HY&
6 has won the Is tot of
the public and now racks
among the leading Mtdl-
idareofthaoUdom.
A. L. SMITH.
For sale at the drug store of H. Walsh.
rl TO S DATS.'
Mrdontjr byth*
iGhaakalfc
We will bay all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contracts or further in-
formation apply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
ED. YEP 8CHURE, Supt.
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.
Otto Breyman
- dealer In -
Jewelry, Watches,
DIAMONDS,
SilTimn. Mnn, ui fuer Bonk
Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-
sonable Prices,**
The largest assortment ofDIAMOND RINGS
ever displayed in this city.
UU3, iiUSCO, * WUl -uicotu, UCM luum, i
ulence, Dizziness, Sick Headaches, failure
of physical and mental vigor,' distressing
sense of weight and fullnees in the stomach,
and Increased Costiveness, all of which are
known under one head as Dyspepsia. <
> In every instance where thb disease does
not originate from scrofulous taint in the
blood, Ayer’s Pills may be confidently
relied upon to effect a cure. Those cases
not amenable to the curative influence of
Ayer’s Pills alone will certainly yield if
the Pills are aided by the powerful blootK
purifying properties of Ayer’s Sarsapa-rilla. r
’» Dyspeptics should know that the longer
treatment of their malady is postponed,
the more difficult of cure it become*.
yAyer’s; Pills
Never fail to relieve the bowels and pro-
mote their healthful and regular action,
and thus cure Dyspepsia. Temporary
palliatives all do permanent harm. The
fitful activity into which the enfeebled
stomach is spurred by “bitters,” and alco-
holic stimulants, is inevitably followed
by reaction that leaves the organ weaker
than before. ***•-—. ___ 4
• “Costiveness, Induced by' my sedentary
habits of life, became chronic; Ana's Fills
afforded me speedy relief. Their occasional use
has since kept roe all rigbt.,, Hibhamn Bbiso-
non, Newark, N. J 4
I MI waa induced to try Atxb’s Pills as a
remedy for Indigestion, Constipation, and
Headache, from which I had long been a suf-
ferer. I found their action easy, and obtained
prompt relief. They have benefited pie more
than all the medicines ever before tried.** M.V.
Watson, 152 StaU StH Chicago, III. \
I “They have entirely corrected the costive
habit, and vastly improved my general health.**.
Rst. Francis B. Hablowx, Atlanta, Oa. *1
» “The most effective and the easiest physic I
have ever found. One dote will quickly move
my bowels and free my bead from pain.” W.L j
Pass, Richmond, Pd. f(
* **A sufferer from Lira Complaint, Dys-
Dealer in the leading class of agricultural imple-
ments, such as Engines, Threshers, Saw Mills,
Wind Mills, S lf nding Reapers, Mowers, Bug-
“f_*dh!‘ive bih.in^chAw“ I
canmakebybnvlngofmeMl will sell very rea-
Fair dealing and
struggles
Mortgage Sale.
Default having been made in the conditionTof
. ayment of a certain mortgage, made the ninth
day of October, A- D. 1865, by Joseph M. Crofoot,
of Holland, Ottawa County, Michigan, to Martin
Winter, of the same place, and recorded in the of-
hopelessly captive. The overflow from
this fountain was, as described, like a
stream of petroleum two or three feet
wide trickling over a bed of pitch, or
some other substance, which extended
to a much greater width along the edge
of the running stream at its contact
with it This material waa of a very
sticky nature, becoming gradually
harder as it spread further out, assum-
ing the appearance of asphalt when it
became mingled with the loose sand of
sonsble.
^Tooth Hsrrows,
in '
Ml
good goods.
COME AND BEE ME.
Holland, April 22. 1885.
PBTBB U. WILMS.
12-ly
as s m 
fice of the Register of Deeds, of the county of Ot-
tawa, state of Michigan, on the 17tb day of No-
vember, A. D. 1865, at 8 o'clock in the afternoon,
in Liber**G'* of mortgages, on page 415. Said mort-
gage was, on the 24 th day of January, A. D. 1871, aa-
signed by aaid Martin Winter, to Willem J. Mul-
der, of Holland, Ottawa county, Michigan, and the
was recorded in
I also keep on hand a large jassortment of
SPECTACLES
and t
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
All the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.
I am prepared to do repairiig;!and en
graving promptly and in the best manner
Come ind examine our stock. No
trouble to show Goods.
O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., May 12, 1884.
pepsin, and Hennlfha for the last twenty
year*, Avim's Pills bars benefited me more
(ban any medicine I bare ever taken.” P. R.
Boo ibs, Nudmort, Brown Co., Ind. i
“For Dyspepsia they are Invaloable." J.T.’
Hath, Mezia, Ttzai. ^
AYER’S PILLS,
PREPARED BT
Dr. J. C. Ayer A Co., Lowell,
Sold by all Druggists.
TUTT’S
the adjoining soil.
While engoiaged in examining this nat-
ural curiosity, we came upon two small
birds, caught in the sticky substance at
the edge of the stream; they were still
alive, but upon releasing them both the
feathers and the skin came off where
they had come in contact with the bi-
tuminous matter, so that we had to kill
them to put an end to their sufferings.
No doubt, they had been taken in by
the appearance of water which the
stream presented, and had alighted to
drink, when thev discovered their mis-
take too late. Their fate suggested the
idea that in a district bo devoid of water
others of the feathered tribes must con-
stantly become victims to the same de-
lusion in a similar manner, and upon a
close inspection of the margin of the
stream the correctness of thia inference
waa established by the discovery of
numerous skeletons of birds inbedded
in it; nor were those of small quadru-
peds unrepresented, among which we
ins of a fox.—
and the Andes."
uaignment of mortgage a  the of-
fice of the Register of Deeds, of the county of Ot-
tawa, state of Michigan, ou the sixth day of Aug-
ust, A. D. 1885. at 11M o’clock a. m., in Liber 30 of
mortgagee, on page 202, and on the4tb day of Aug-
ust, A. I), 1885, aald mortgage waa aaslgned by
Peter Mulder, sole residuary, legatee and executor
of the last will and testament of the estate of Wil-
lem J.Mnider, deceased, of Laketown, Allegan
county, Michigan, to George W. McBride, of the
city of Grand Haven, Ottawa county, Michigan,
and said assignment of mortgage waa recorded In
the office of the Hegiater of Deeda of the County
of Ottawa, State of Michigan, on the 6th day
ol August, A. D. 1865, at lllf o'clock, a. m., in liber
80 of mortgages, on page 208, and which mortgage
contains a power of sale which has become oper-
ative by said default in payment; and no suit at law
or in equity having been instituted to recover the
debt secured by paid mortgage, or the money due
thereon, and upon which mortgage there is
claimed to be due at the date of this notice the
sum of seven hundred and twenty-seven dollars
snd twenty six cents, (1727.26.) (The last pay-
ment make on aaid mongage waa on the 24th day
of January, A. D. 1871.) Notice, therefore, Is here-
by given that the said mongage wilt be foreclosed
by a sale of tbe mortgaged premises described In
aaid mortgage to satisfy the amonnt due thereon, . ,, _ - « r- — T -.--i . ..
interest from tbis date, and costa of foreclosing, at . J0* ***** Tooth ich«*nd Neuralpa of tbs
Colds.
For Croup.
For neuralgia.
For Rheumatiem.
Doctor Thomas' Eclectric Oil,
“ Spent Fifty Doll an
In doctoring for rheumatism, before 1 tried
Tkoma*' EcUctric Oil. Used a so-cent bottled
this medicine, and got out in om week. For bona
aM sprains it is excellent." I as. Durham, Eart
Pembroke, N. Y.
Toe Cam Depend On It.
25 YEAR!
The Qreateet Medical Triumph of the Afet
torpidlIver.
Lose ef appetite* Bowtlecoetive*Paln In
the bead* with n dill eeaentlea la the
back part* Pala nnder the ehealder-
biade* Pallaese after eatiaff* with a die*
inclination to exertion of body eftnlnd*
Irritability of temper* Low eplrlte* with
a feeliftf of havtaff aei looted eeme dity*
Weartneae* Dlsslneae, Flattering at the
Heart* Dote before the eree, Headache
over the right eye. Reetleeeneee* with
II rfnl dreami, Highly colored CrUe, and
CONSTIPATION. ^
TUTT’S FILLS ire especially adapted
to such cases, one dote effects aucb a
^andWheirT-'mle Action on
front door of the Court House in the city ,
Haven, in the Connty of Ottawa, and Htate of
Michigan, that being the place where the Circuit
Court for aaid county la held. The mortgaged
of section Iwe
sixteen w«v
leu.
'h,„ ______% VPbil toe creep
i in l
m
’Gray- Hair or Whisxmi
glossy Black by • stogie
rwrnnui
mM
